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Enjoy the latkes, deep fried donuts and
potato kugel – without the guilt.

Hannukah just wouldn’t be Hannukah if we didn’t fry our foods – a reminder of the miracle of the oil.
But we can balance things out with a sparkling, naturally flavoured water that’s preservative free!
Approved by the Beth Din.

seltzer.co.za
Seltzer. Be good to yourself.
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make a difference at the heart of Lulaway’s

and a fundamental miscommunication and
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“We found that new recruits had a difficult

lack of trust between government, social
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Dear
Friends
Hashem can bless things to become so much
greater than the rational predictions of this
limited physical world. Chanukah teaches us
this. It gives us the formula for spreading light
in this world. On Chanukah, we remember how
a small container of pure oil burnt for so much
longer than its physical capabilities. This came
from G-d’s blessings. Hashem transcends this
physical world and His miracles multiply the
impact of our efforts in numerous ways.

As you read these pages, you will see that our
efforts touch on so many dimensions of Jewish
life here in South Africa. The word “Chanukah”
comes from the word “dedication”. And with
this Chanukah edition of the Tradition, we at
the UOS dedicate ourselves to continue to serve
the South African Jewish community with
purity, and pray for Hashem’s blessings in multiplying our efforts to bring light to every part
of our community.

This magazine presents the work of the UOS, With blessings
which strives to be a menorah of light to our Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein
community. In these pages, we at the UOS
present some aspects of the work that we are
doing every day for the South African Jewish
community. We remember the lesson from
Chanukah and pray to Hashem that He will
bless our efforts and multiply the impact to
spread so much more light to every part of our
community.
The secret to the miracle of the oil was that
it was pure. Because it was pure and holy, it
had the capacity to receive G-d’s blessings. We
realise that if we are to merit G-d’s blessings,
then – like the oil of the menorah during the
days of Chanukah – our efforts need to be pure
and holy. This purity of purpose is expressed
through our service to each other in this community and our service to Hashem, with
integrity and sincerity. This is what we need to
strive towards each and every day.
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Chanukah – what a
great time of year
for us!

The light of the eight days of Chanukah has
become the light of the Jews around the world,
and indeed right here in South Africa, where the
light of the menorah is shining ever so brightly at
the Union of Orthodox Synagogues.

and conscientious individual I have ever had the
pleasure of working with and, together with the
aforementioned, the future of our organisation is
assured.

The implementation of the hashgocha
roadmap strategy is going as planned, which will
be communicated by the Kosher Department in
➀ A new generation of young dayanim at the the near future.
Beth Din: Rabbi Dovid Baddiel, Rabbi Yoel
Smith, Rabbi Shlomo Glicksberg, and dayan- ➅ We welcome to the team our new human
in-training, Rabbi Gidon Fox, have combined to resources manager, Jody Eiser, and wish her every
continue the sterling work previously set by Rosh success in her new role.
Beth Din Rabbi Moshe Kurstag, Rabbi Boruch
Rapoport and Rabbi Zadok Suchard. Our heart- ➆ Thank you to our administrative team for
felt thanks and gratitude go to the senior dayanim, all their hard work and dedication at the UOS:
who have recently retired and who will be Jody Bellon, Renata Botma, Galya Falkson,
acknowledged by the community in due course. Paige Ribeiro, Dani Ossip, Chana Willis, Lynne
Macgregor, Fiona Krug, Ruth Meltz, Roni Hadar,
➁ The Office of the Chief Rabbi, led by Chief Jaimee Kruger, Michal Sadman, Nirit Selbst,
Rabbi Warren Goldstein, who continues with his Esther Makgotla, Jabu Singwayo and Morris
global, innovative programmes. We thank him Mdunge.
for his ongoing endeavours for the entire South
African Jewish community. Our sincere gratitude ➇ My heartfelt thanks to the UOS executive
and thanks go to Tracey Ribeiro for her exemplary board members for their strategic guidance and
work in the running of the Office of the Chief support.
Rabbi.
The eight points I have highlighted signify the
➂ The successful overhaul of our Kosher eight branches of the menorah and, just as it illuDepartment, headed by Kosher MD, Rabbi Dovi minates when lit, so I believe the future of the
Goldstein, with new appointees being Rabbi UOS shines brightly and is assured of continued
Dovi Rabin, rabbinic co-ordinator – manufactur- success, always a beacon of light that continues
ers; Rabbi Motti Groner, rabbinic co-ordinator to serve our wonderful South African Jewish
– food services; and Rabbi Anton Klein, com- community.
pliance manager. Together with established
and long-serving rabbonim and shochtim of the Wishing you all a Chanukah sameach.
Kosher Department, this now makes a most forHarold Novick
midable team not seen before at the UOS.
Chairman of the UOS
➃ Head of Finance and Group Services Jarred
Abelson is the most competent, hardworking
Here’s why:

➄
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➀

Forging a
new path for
kosher
More people eating more kosher, more often, for less

R

➁
➀ From left: AKO inspectors Rabbi
Moshe Elefant, Rabbi Sholem Fishbane
& Rabbi Menachem Genack with the
MD of The Kosher Dept, Rabbi Dovi
Goldstein
➁➂➃➄

AKO inspectors do their rounds
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abbi Dovi Goldstein, who was appointed
managing director of the Kosher
Department earlier this year, has developed a
strategy to ensure that kosher food is more reliable, accessible and affordable to the community.
The strategy addresses concerns arising from
the Stan & Pete incident, when non-kosher
chicken was found on the premises of the wellknown caterer.
The revelations at Stan & Pete correctly led
to much scrutiny of the Kosher Department and
the Beth Din. It also prompted the department
to re-evaluate its internal structures and how it
approaches its work.
To assist with this review process, several
international experts were brought to South
Africa through the Association of Kashrus
Organisations (AKO), the international governing and accreditation body of kashrut
organisations. In May 2018, members of the
AKO’s executive committee, Rabbis Menachem
Genack, Moshe Elefant and Sholem Fishbane,
visited South Africa to lead a review of the
current system and make several suggestions for
improvement.
Working together with the AKO representatives, rabbonim and senior members of the
community, Rabbi Dovi has played an integral
role in devising kosher’s new strategy.

Policies and procedures
The department is implementing a uniform set
of policies and procedures to which all kosher
producers and suppliers must adhere. To this
end, Rabbi Dovi and his team are rebuilding
relationships with all service providers to ensure
the strictest standards of kashrut are maintained.
These compliance measures apply across
the value chain, including manufacturers, distributors and retailers, implementing AKO
recommendations and requirements.
One example of these system improvements is
the advanced training being offered to Rabbinic
Field Representatives (RFRs), to upskill them
in the use of new technology to help them to
improve certification processes and oversight of
over 500 manufacturing plants.
Empowering and upskilling mashgichim with
improved programmes and technology will help
them to identify and rectify potential problems
before they emerge. Proposed changes include
having the Kosher Department pay mashgichim
directly rather than through third parties. An
annual mashgichim conference will also foster a
sense of co-operation and accountability among
mashgichim.
Rabbi Dovi believes that maintaining the
highest standards of supervision requires an

ethos of ongoing learning and development.
Consequently, the Kosher Department is
developing an internal training and upskilling
programme to help its staff to improve their
monitoring and quality control techniques.
A key project for producers of kosher food is
the Manufacturers Compliance System Upgrade,
which will create a fully compliant manufacturing system in line with AKO standards. This will
establish a digitally integrated database system
that holds all kosher-related information with
regards to supervision, inspections, ingredients
and related communications.
Communication
“The community lies at the heart of what we
stand for,” explains Rabbi Dovi. In order to
build strong relationships, it is necessary for the
Kosher Department to speak with one voice, with
consistent messaging across all media platforms.
However, communication doesn’t only flow
in one direction, and Rabbi Dovi stresses that
the success of kashrut lies in actively listening
to the needs of the community. “We have opened
a WhatsApp communications channel, where
members of the community can submit queries,”
he says. “We have a team continuously monitoring the messages and responding.”
Partnerships
The department is actively working on strategic
partnerships to grow the kosher market in South
Africa. This means working in close collaboration with local retail partners, food services
providers, proprietors, and the community itself.
On the production side, it is essential to provide
manufacturers with a transparent pricing model
and to give clear guidelines for compliance with
AKO standards for inspections (eg, by detailing
the frequency and number of inspectors).
Rabbi Dovi also notes a key contact person
has been recruited within the department,
referred to as a rabbinic coordinator (RC), who
will handle all kosher queries, and a new compliance manager will ensure compliance with AKO
standards for ingredients and inspections.
Expanding the number of kosher brands will
also help to promote the growth of the kosher
market, both domestically and internationally.

is careful to stress that the Beth Din doesn’t
control prices.
“The vast majority of kosher products have
absolutely no price difference to non-kosher
food. If you visit a normal retail outlet and fill
up your trolley with kosher products (excluding
meat and chicken), it would cost the same as a
trolley filled with non-kosher products,” he says.
“The fee per product is hardly different.”
However, kosher meat and chicken is typically
more expensive, as the complex and time-consuming process of shechita (slaughtering), the
necessity for technically skilled personnel, and
the smaller economies of scale mean additional
costs are unavoidable if you wish to maintain
the quality of the product. “Chicken and meat,
especially from boutique outlets, is going to cost
you more than other products. This is the case
the world over,” says Rabbi Dovi.
That being the case, Rabbi Dovi notes the
Kosher Department is committed to limiting
its input costs and ensuring its pricing model is
as transparent as possible. “We are a non-profit
organisation and we are very aware of the challenges of the cost of kosher food,” says Rabbi
Dovi. “We fully acknowledge that the community is under financial pressure and we are
making sure that there are no unwarranted costs
involved,” he adds.
To help lower costs, the Kosher Department
is reviewing the overheads and inputs associated with its shechita operations, as well as the
general process of food service supervision.
Under the new strategy, great effort will be made
to optimise the cost of inspectors. Here the strategy requires developing an inspector schedule
and related policies to maximise operational
efficiency. Other cost reduction measures, such
as utilising local rabbis and inspectors, will also
be employed.

➂

➃

➄

Building a culture of transparency and
accountability

More people eating more kosher, more often, for
less, is not merely a slogan; it is the basis for an
entirely new operating model for the department.
With this renewed approach, Rabbi Dovi and his
team are striving to be less reactive and more
pragmatic in their work. This entails anticipating
and addressing any challenges that may affect
the provision of world-class kosher food and
ensuring that Torah values and the community
Affordability
are at the centre of everything that the Kosher
There is a perception that the Beth Din charges Department does.
too much for kosher food. However, Rabbi Dovi

For all your
kosher queries,
WhatsApp
063 693 9417
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Keeping kosher
on–trend
Behind the myriad kosher-certified products on store shelves, and the
dozens of kosher establishments, is a dynamic team working round
the clock to make sure this is a reality. Process administration, regular
supervision, legalities and food technology are the name of the game
when it comes to kosher. These are some of the passionate people
who make it happen…

Rabbi Dovi Goldstein
Managing Director, Kosher Dept.
Rabbi Dovi Goldstein manages the day-to-day
operations of the Kosher Department, overseeing the multiple stakeholders and ensuring
the smooth running of all processes and interactions. His innovations result in cutting-edge
solutions to improve efficiency at every stage,
and ensure local kosher practices are maintained
in line with global standards. Rabbi Goldstein
is tasked with keeping kosher affordable and
accessible, while maintaining the high standards of the department.
Rabbi Yossi Baumgarten
Senior Principal Rabbinical Supervisor
Rabbi Yossi Baumgarten is the longest-serving member of the Kosher Department, with
38 years’ experience in the Johannesburg
department. He has extensive knowledge of
commercial food production, food technology
and kitchen planning. His work has taken him
the length and breadth of the country, so he’s
an expert on South African geography as well.
As the senior principal rabbinic supervisor, he
fields dozens of phone calls on a daily basis,
as well as WhatsApps and email enquiries from
mashgichim, kosher food services.
He carries out inspections on establishments
and factories, and meets regularly with the
kashrut team to resolve issues and discuss and
improve protocols. He also communicates with
6

kashrut authorities across the globe to research
the kashrut standards of products imported into
South Africa.
“Kashrut is at the heart of Judaism. I feel
privileged to serve the community 24/7 (yes, I
get asked questions on Shabbat and yom tov
as well).”

break into new markets, and to maintain high
standards within the Kosher Department more
generally.
“I am excited to be part of this incredible team. We are working extremely hard on
upgrading our customer service, service delivery
and offering a wide range of networking opportunities to all our food production customers. We
have created a new model whereby we are assisting our customers to grow their businesses and
Rabbi Yossi Salzer
bring more kosher products to our community.
Rav Hamachshir Shechita
Our goal is to have more people eating more
and Butcheries
Rabbi Yossi Salzer is responsible for Beth Din kosher more often, at less cost.”
Mehadrin shechita and all butcheries, and is
also part of the food service’s inspectors team.
Rabbi Salzer is the rabbi of the Adass Yeshurun Rabbi Motti Groner
community and has been part of the kashrut Rabbinic Co-ordinator,
team for over three decades.
Food Establishments
“We are on a mission to make kashrut in Rabbi Motti Groner is responsible for the manSouth Africa the best it can be in all respects, agement of kosher food services. Working with
and I’m proud to play a role in that.”
the dayanim and the kosher team, Rabbi Groner
implements kashrut improvements when it
comes to food services. His meaningful relationships with the food service owners and the
Rabbi Dovi Rabin
supervisors enable him to liaise between them
Rabbinical Co-ordinator,
and the dayanim, ensuring smooth issue manManufacturers
Rabbi Dovi Rabin is the liaison between the agement and communications.
“I’m passionate about our unique comkosher team and manufacturers of kosher
products. His responsibility is to develop and munity. I enjoy applying technology to
maintain strong relationships between the two problem-solving, and hope to make our Kosher
parties. Rabbi Rabin aims to increase the value Department into one which is at the forefront
offering to manufacturers, offering them net- of innovation worldwide.”
working opportunities and the opportunity to

Rabbi Anton Klein
Compliance Manager, Factories
As the compliance manager, Rabbi Anton
Klein manages the manufacturing process for
kosher products. He oversees the processing,
evaluation and implementation of the dozens of
kosher certification applications received each
year. He ensures all ingredients are kosher, and
conducts regular inspections at the factories.
He is also responsible for the scheduling
of all factory inspections and the oversight of
training new candidate RFRs Rabbis Goldman,
Grynhaus, Mirkin, Hazdan and Gary Plen.

Dani Ossip
Kosher New Business Administrator
Dani Ossip is responsible for the end-to-end
administration of the kosher certification of a
new company. Her role is to support a manufacturer in becoming kosher-certified from
the time they submit an application until they
have been approved as kosher. This involves
capturing applications and then sending them
to a food technologist for ingredient checking.
Once this is complete, an inspector conducts
a full-site inspection at the production facility, the application is submitted to the Beth
Din for approval, and the kosher certificate is
administered.
“It is really fulfilling to feel like I am part
Chana Willis
of something bigger than myself – serving the
Food Service Inspector
Chana Willis ensures that kosher food ser- community.”
vices meet the department’s exacting standards
through regular, rigorous inspections. By visiting the food services on a regular basis and Jody Eiser
getting to know them, if there is anything out of HR Manager
place, she will be able to identify it immediately. As HR manager, Jody Eiser implements the
“My role is not just to find issues, but to fix organisation’s HR strategies and policies,
them, and not just to be an inspector, but to be and also coaches and guides individual team
an educator. We have an awesome set of kosher members.
establishments and I am excited to be a part of
“I am looking forward to empowering the
making it work.”
current team to assist the community better
and faster, and to enable the realisation of our
purpose and mission.”
Galya Falkson
Kosher Communications Manager
Galya Falkson oversees the communications Rabbi Mendel Liberow
for the kosher team. Her responsibilities include Senior Rabbinical Supervisor
managing the database of certified products, Rabbi Liberow conducts inspections at factoas well as developing solutions to ensure the ries throughout South Africa and beyond its
community can easily access any information borders. He is also part of the training team for
related to kosher products.
new trainees to conduct inspections.
“I work with the kosher team to provide the
“I strive to maintain the highest standard of
community with consistent and easily under- kashrut that we’ve always aspired to, and to
stood information on all kosher matters. We are improve and perfect.”
also developing various platforms for information to be easily accessible.”

Renata Botma
Data Analyst and Project Manager
As the resident data analyst at the Kosher
Department, Renata Botma looks for areas of
improvement in systems or service delivery
to the community, clients and partners. A food
scientist with a background in innovation, she
spent 10 years at Nando’s, involved in product
development.
“I think it is in an extremely exciting space
that kosher finds itself. As one of the fastest
growing food trends globally, we have the opportunity to ensure kosher food is on-trend and
easily accessible.”
Jody Bellon
Database Manager
As database manager, Jody Bellon is tasked
with servicing the more than 500 kosher certified factories and making sure they receive their
certificates on time. She oversees the process
from capturing ingredient information to providing the clients with their kosher certificate.
“This is an outstanding opportunity to take
the UOS to the next level as far as providing
the public with an extended list of kosher certified products, and serving our clients and the
community with more commitment and passion,
together with an amazing team dedicated to
serving the Jewish community.”
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Kosher explosion
In Johannesburg and Cape Town, new kosher establishments are popping
up all over the place. From ice-cream bars to burger joints, traditional delis
to artisanal bakeries, they offer kosher consumers more choice, and more
exciting culinary experiences, than ever before.
JOHANNESBURG
GLENHAZEL
Burger & Brew
Nestled in the heart of Glenhazel, in between a butchery and an
ice-cream shop, is what many have been waiting for: an artisanal
burger and craft beer joint that can compete with the best in the
business. The smells are arresting. Walk past on a weekday afternoon
and you will be driven out of your senses by the rich fragrance of
fried onions and freshly grilled burgers. And if you happen to follow
your senses, and step inside the trendy eatery to buy a burger, you’ll
find they taste as good as they smell.
Build your own burger – from the most traditional to the most exotic.
With dozens of sauces and toppings, there’s no end to the possible
combinations. The burgers are crafted from Nussbaum’s high-quality meat, fresh from the source next door. And if burgers aren’t your
thing, don’t worry – there are succulent falling-off-the-bone beef
ribs, salads, and hot beef on rye to choose from, as well as healthy
salads, and Burger & Brew’s signature dirty fries!
Burger & Brew operates a full bar with a liquor licence, with an array
of craft beers, making it the perfect late-night weekend pitstop with
the boys, or a weeknight supper where you can count on high-quality
food in a fun, vibey atmosphere.

SANDRINGHAM
Sandringham Gardens Nosh Bar
Sandringham Gardens’ in-house restaurant, the Nosh Bar, has
been completely revamped. The refurbished, expansive area offers
residents and visitors a delightful dining experience in a tranquil environment. Light and airy, the restaurant is decorated with neutral
colours and pops of turquoise, its glass doors leading out onto
the lush garden with a fish pond and jungle gym. Comfortable
chairs, roomy table settings and the much-loved tasty Nosh Bar
menu (including its famous grilled sandwiches) with its unbeatable value for money, means the Nosh Bar is an enticing destination for residents, visitors and anyone who’s hungry. Where else can
a family of five eat fish and chips, and waffles and ice cream, for
under R200?
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GLENHAZEL SQUARE
Jozi Blue
Much-loved coffee shop Jozi Blue has found a new home. The
premises in Glenhazel offer a trendy joint for business people and
coffee connoisseurs alike.
Spacious, airy and pulsing with energy, the coffee shop is a great
destination for business meetings. And the free WiFi is excellent.
Jozi Blue serves two options of espresso beans daily – one single-origin African bean and a single-origin Central American bean.
You can also choose from the Bean There, Doubleshot or Union
coffee beans, to have as a pour-over or espresso.
On the food side, Jozi Blue’s popular banting range caters for those
with special dietary requirements, and the famous muffins and fresh
pastries are exceptional.
The new premises retain Jozi Blue’s charm. It’s a place some
consider their second home, where customers are treated like family,
and the aromatic coffee makes you walk out happier than when you
walked in. Whether you are taking away or sitting down, the Jozi
Blue experience will leave you feeling cared for and ready to face
your day.

GENESIS & BENMORE GARDENS
Bagel Zone
Kosher consumers in the greater Sandton area are thrilled with
Bagel Zone’s recent expansion into Benmore Gardens Shopping
Centre. Since opening in July, it has seen a steady stream of
customers eager to sink their teeth into the most acclaimed bagels
in Joburg.
Bagel Zone’s flagship store in Genesis shopping centre is already
a household name. Buzzing with customers throughout the day, its
bagels elicit an almost religious fervour in the many who consider
themselves regulars. It’s an establishment that has adherents rather
than customers.
Bagel Zone’s use of the traditional method of boiling bagels
before baking them results in crunchy crusts housing a dense, moist
and doughy filling. The range of bagels include plain, sesame seed
or poppy seed, along with the more exotic onion and zaater bagels,
plus the chocolate chip flavour that kids adore.
And you dare not forget the cream cheese toppings! The luxury
cream cheese comes in flavours like pesto, olive or salmon. Fresh
and roasted vegetables, feta, mozzarella, snoek salad, tuna and
smoked salmon are just some of the fillings that can be added.
But the bagels are good enough to stand on their own. Buy more
than you think you need because they will be devoured before you
can blink.
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NORWOOD
Spar
The Norwood Spar now operates a kosher deli in-store. Spar’s deli
is renowned for its tasty deli products that are fantastic value for
money. A delicious array of fried and grilled fish, fish cakes, herrings,
side dishes, roast chicken and pastas, along with all the baked goods,
make the store a big win for all those in Norwood and surrounding
areas. It’s good for you and it’s also delicious.

CAPE TOWN
SEA POINT
The Press Bar & Grill
Everything about The Press oozes personality and class: the chic
furnishings and décor, the trendy but unpretentious vibe, the
colourful cocktails and array of craft beers, and of course, the
mouthwatering menu. The Press offers everything from gourmet
steaks to fresh linefish, but burgers are its signature offering.
There are 11 different burgers. Favourites include the Hangover
Burger (fried egg, crispy smoked brisket, grilled mushrooms,
topped with hollandaise sauce) and the Mother Hen (crumbed
chicken schnitzel with beer-battered onion rings and spicy cayenne-and-lemon mayo) and the Portuguese (cabanossi patty with
rocket, caramelised onion and jalapeno relish, and red pepper
mayo). And if burgers are not your thing, The Press boasts an
extensive tapas menu, with some incredible small-plate offerings
like chicken livers, Thai peanut hummus, curried vegetable
samoosas and fresh fish ceviche. And the lamb riblets, korokke and
onion rings are world-class, with portions that are perfect to share.
To top it off, the eatery boasts its own bakery just upstairs,
pumping out the freshest burger buns and confectioneries to enjoy
in-store or take home.

SEA POINT
Crumbs & Cream
Crumbs & Cream has taken Cape Town by storm, and kosher
consumers can now join the party. Founded just two years ago, the
innovative cookie-and-ice-cream sandwich brand has been a raving
success, with queues snaking out of the door, spilling out onto Sea
Point Main Road almost around the clock.
Crumbs & Cream invites customers to create their own personalised
Crumbs & Cream sandwich by choosing any two different cookies
from the regularly updated variety of freshly baked cookies – think
Choc Chip, Red Velvet and even Milk Tart – and then picking their
ice-cream of choice and choosing from a smorgasbord of toppings
and spreads. There are literally dozens of flavours and toppings,
and an endless array of combinations.
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SEA POINT
Mojo Food & Lifestyle Market
With floor-to-ceiling views of the sea and palm-lined promenade,
this hip new food and lifestyle market is home to a range of trendy
kosher stalls, including:

→ Baskin-Robbins Store
→ Noa Hummus Bar

→

Baskin-Robbins Store
(Mojo Market)
Kosher ice-cream lovers in Cape Town can
now enjoy the very best ice-cream at the
Baskin- Robbins Sea Point store. BaskinRobbins is an iconic brand of specialty
premium ice-creams and frozen desserts.
There are more than 7 300 Baskin-Robbins
locations around the world.
The store offers all of the decadent,
creamy and delicious Baskin-Robbins
products, including ice-creams, ice-cream
cones, milkshakes and waffles, all of which
are kosher.
Only the following toppings are kosher:
crushed almonds, crushed cashews, fudge,
mini Astros, mint crunch.
Cakes are not kosher.

NOTE
Only the Mojo
Market store is
kosher-certified

→ Noa Hummus Bar (Mojo Market)

An entire shop devoted to hummus. Noa
Hummus Bar offers a dizzying range of
freshly made creamy and tasty hummus,
along with delectable toppings and sides.
The hummus is suitable for vegetarians and
vegans.
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Soul food
H

ave you ever wanted to try a Philly cheese
steak sandwich? How about cheeseburgers for Shabbos lunch? Now it’s possible, with
Irene’s Gourmet kosher-certified vegan cheese
range. There is a huge demand in the community for vegan food, and Irene’s Gourmet has
filled the gap in the market. For months, hungry for safe and reliable plant-based products.
vegans have been phoning to check when
Irene became a vegan for three main reasons:
Irene’s Gourmet would be kosher-certified; cruelty in animal farming, the massive impact
even though vegan products are technically of meat production on the planet, and because
parev, all suppliers of ingredients need to be she feels so much healthier. “Once you’ve
checked and verified.
done that mindshift it becomes so simple,”
Irene Margolis, the architect of Irene’s says Irene. When she first started developing
Gourmet, has lived a fully vegan lifestyle for 10 vegan products, there were hardly any other
years. She and her husband Jason were profes- plant-based goods on the market. “She was
sional artists before going into food production. instrumental in lifting vegan consciousness in
Every item they produce has been developed by South Africa,” says Jason. “A lot of people in
Irene herself. “I refuse to use any chemicals in the vegan community looked up to her; she was
my products; everything is
the start.”
made from scratch,” she says.
Irene’s
Gourmet
is
“When you cook,
Both Irene and Jason were
expanding to even more
you don’t just feed
vegetarian for many years,
health shops and Dischem
a body,” says Irene,
but Jason said he simply
stores around the country.
“you feed a soul.”
could not give up cheese,
They want to grow slowly
so Irene developed a series
and steadily to stay hands-on
of delicious vegan cheeses for her husband. “I and keep quality control. In the near future,
just knew she was meant to feed people,” says they’re looking to develop full ready-meals
Jason, “she’s the best vegan cook in the world.” – they already have deluxe burger patties and
With such rapid success, it’s hard to believe falafels on the market. Irene’s goal is to help
that Irene started the business just two-and-a- people develop healthy, balanced lifestyles and
half years ago. In such a short time, the business make vegan products more accessible to South
that began in a small kitchen has expanded to Africans. Good, clean food is incredibly impora large factory with six staff members. With tant to her. “When you cook, you don’t just feed
encouragement from Jason and their family, a body,” says Irene, “you feed a soul.”
Irene started the business by approaching a few
While previously, most people would only
stores with her vegan products. They are now resort to dairy-free alternatives as the conclustocked in over 50 stores across the country, sion to a vleishik meal, people are now actively
including Spar and Dischem.
choosing a vegan diet because it’s delicious,
Irene’s Gourmet isn’t limited to vegan cheese affordable and accessible. Who wouldn’t want
– other products include coconut yoghurt, sau- a smooth and creamy coconut yoghurt topped
erkraut, butter spread, pesto, and more. One with nuts and halva for dessert? With such
of Irene and Jason’s favourite products is their unique products on the market, it’s no wonder
sauerkraut. “I love the kraut,” says Irene. “We the plant-based lifestyle that has long been
always keep a 3kg bottle in our fridge. It keeps popular in Israel and Europe has finally hit
you healthy; we haven’t been sick in the last South Africa.
three years, no matter how stressful life is.”
Irene’s focus on clean, natural products has
made Irene’s Gourmet an iconic brand in the
South African vegan landscape: the go-to brand
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For more
information, follow
Irene on Facebook or
Instagram:
@irenesgourmet

WE WISH OUR JEWISH CUSTOMERS A

HAPPY CHANUKAH
FILLED WITH LIGHT

Dark chocolate –
milchik
or parev?
Rabbi Yoel Smith

D

ark chocolate is generally produced on the
same factory line as milk chocolate. The
machines cannot be cleaned with water, and are
only cleaned once a year with oil. Because of
this, dark chocolate produced on a milk chocolate line might contain some milk chocolate
residue. So here’s the question: is the dark
chocolate considered milchik or parev?
It’s about whether you can have dark chocolate for dessert on Friday night, or use it as
part of an exotic new chicken recipe. It’s also
a question of whether those who keep chalav
Yisroel – who drink only specially supervised
milk – can eat it at all.
To answer this question, we need to understand two overarching halachic concepts:
→ Bittul (annulled): when a non-kosher foodstuff falls into a kosher food, if the kosher
food still constitutes the majority of the
mixture, and no taste of the non-kosher
food can be discerned in that mixture, then
the non-kosher food is considered nullified
by the kosher food, and one can eat it. This
is the basic Torah ruling. If the proportion
of non-kosher to kosher in the mixture is
less than one in 60, then we can be sure
that there is no taste of the non-kosher
food.
→ Ein mevatlim isur lechatchila (one cannot
annul a non-kosher food intentionally): the
concept here is that we can only rely on
the mechanics of bittul if the non-kosher
foodstuff was mixed up with the kosher
food by accident. If, however, one were to
intentionally mix the non-kosher with the
kosher food, the resulting mixture would
be forbidden.

Let’s now apply this to our case in hand. The
milk chocolate residue on the factory line is
14

obviously in the minority in relation to the
dark chocolate. But is it less than one-sixtieth?
Calculations have in fact been done, and the
milk chocolate residue from the factory line
works out to around 2% of the dark chocolate
end product. In other words, a proportion of one
in 50 (which is obviously more than one in 60).
Of course, of that 2% chocolate residue, only a
minute amount is actual milk. But there is also the
rabbinic ruling of chanan, which holds that the
mixture is considered one whole thing rather two
separate substances. So, on first glance, the 1:50
ratio of milk chocolate to dark chocolate is still
too high to render the mixture parev.
Even with chanan, though, there is another
factor. A cornerstone halachic principle is that
whenever there is a doubt that involves a rabbinic
ruling, we err on the side of leniency. In this case,
that 2% residue is only in effect in the first batch
that comes off the line. Thereafter, that proportion
becomes incrementally smaller, and eventually
dwindles to nothing. Since we aren’t sure which
batch the chocolate we buy in the shop originated
from, and that it could in all likelihood contain
less than one-sixtieth of the milk product, we err
on the side of leniency and assume that the milk
content is indeed less than one-sixtieth*.
There’s another reason why the dark chocolate would be considered parev. We don’t
rely on the chef tasting the mixture to affirm
that there is no lingering taste of the non-kosher substance. The reason for this is that we
don’t want to rely on the opinion of one person.
However, if there are many people tasting the
mixture, we do rely on their testimony (even
though none of them are taste “experts”). In our
case, there are many people eating the chocolate and the general consensus is that the milk
flavour cannot be discerned.
In summary then, the dark chocolate is considered parev?

Not so fast.
Remember the second halachic concept we
mentioned – ein mevatlim isur lechatchila? One
may not intentionally annul a non-kosher food.
There is some important background to this
halachic term – the Shulchan Aruch rules that
if it was done intentionally for specific people,
then only those intended people may not eat it,
but to everyone else the food is permitted.
Again, let’s apply this principle to our case.
There’s no question the mixture happened
intentionally. The question is, are the consumers who purchase the chocolate considered the
specifically intended recipients?
Two of our sages, the Taz and Rabbi Akiva
Eger, debate this very question. The Taz argues
that the “customer” isn’t a specific enough
recipient – there needs to be actual individuals
intended – therefore the chocolate is parev/permitted. Rabbi Akiva Eger, on the other hand,
contends** that the customers are precisely
the intended recipients, therefore the chocolate
would be milchik/prohibited.
Rabbi Moshe Feinstein, one of the great
halachic deciders of the past century, examined
a case that has a direct bearing on our chocolate question. In his responsa, he discussed the
case of Scotch whisky aged in sherry casks.
The proportion of wine is sufficiently small to
be annulled in the whisky, but the problem is
that the ageing process was carried out intentionally. Even so, he argued that according to
both the Taz and Rabbi Akiva Eger, the whisky
would be permitted. For the Taz, that makes
sense, but for Rabbi Akiva Eger, who rules that
the end consumer is the intended recipient of
that process, why would he permit the whisky?
Rav Feinstein explained that Rabbi Akiva
Eger’s ruling is based on a halacha in the laws
of yom tov, where it’s written that there’s only
a halachic complication when the majority
are Jewish. If the majority are non-Jews, then
the Jewish customers cannot be considered
the intended recipients, and therefore, even
according to Rabbi Akiva Eger, there is no pro-

hibition. The whisky is kosher, concluded Rabbi
Feinstein, as the ageing process was undertaken,
and the wine absorbed, for the intended benefit
of the majority who are not Jewish.
The same halacha would apply in the case
of the chocolate where the majority of the
intended recipients are not Jewish. In this case,
according to both the Taz and Rabbi Akiva
Eger, the concept of ein mevatlim isur lechatchila would not render the chocolate milchik
since the majority of the intended recipients are
not Jewish.
And this, in combination with the mechanics
of bittul, means unless otherwise specified by
the Beth Din, you can go ahead and make your
chocolate-chip chicken surprise. Why on earth
would you want to do that? That’s a question
for another time.

Note:
Not all dark chocolate
is made the same way and
has a parev halachic status.
Please check the label or ask
the Beth Din Kosher Desk
in cases where you are
uncertain.

* An example is brought in the Shulchan Aruch
(Yorah Deah, 98:2) where a non-kosher food
fell into kosher food and there is a doubt about
whether the ratio of non-kosher to kosher is
1:60 (but it is clear that the kosher is the majority), then we take the lenient approach and rule
the mixture kosher.
** He bases his opinion on an argument made
by one of the earlier commentators, the Rivash.

What’s
involved
in the
certifying
of kosher
cheese?
Rabbi Dovid Baddiel
Why did our rabbis prohibit any cheese manufactured by a non-Jew? And what does the Beth Din
do to ensure that cheese is kosher?

E

ver wondered what cheese is?
Cheese is what happens when the casein, the solid
protein of milk, separates from the milk and congeals.
This separation is achieved by adding a substance
called rennet.
The substance is acidic and causes milk to curdle
and separate. The coagulated part of the milk is known
as the curd and the watery fluid which remains is
called the whey.
The curd is then processed and pressed into a solid
block. Once it has matured, it is then cut up into slabs
and packaged and sold to the consumer.
Historically, rennet was extracted from the stomach or
skin of sheep or cattle, which is where things become
complicated from a halachic perspective…

The rabbinical decree
Various reasons are given as to why our sages forbade
cheese manufactured by a non-Jew.
The overriding reason, however, is that during the
cheese-making process, non-Jewish manufacturers
would use rennet from the skin of the stomach of a neveiloh – an animal not slaughtered in accordance with
the laws of shechitah (kosher slaughter); this would
render the cheese forbidden, since the cheese would
have absorbed the taste of neveiloh (non-slaughtered
meat). Even if there would be 60 times the volume of
cheese relative to the amount of rennet, it would still
be forbidden due to the principal of davar hama’amid
(something non-kosher that causes a substance to
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solidify can never be nullified even if it is less
than a sixtieth of the total mixture – the amount
normally sufficient to render the non-kosher
substance halachically negligible).

the Mishna rules that if a Jew supervises, then it
is permitted. The only way it would be permitted, according to the Shach, is to have the Jew
actually place the rennet into the milk, thereby
being actively involved in its manufacture.
Most authorities agree with the Remah
and are more lenient. Thus, according to the
Remah, even if production of the cheese took
place on Shabbat, in a non-Jewish factory, a
Jew could supervise its manufacturing, and
the cheese would be kosher. According to the
Shach, however, since a Jew must place the
rennet into the milk, and this is forbidden on
Shabbat, kosher cheese-making would not be
possible on Shabbat.

What if the reason is not applicable?
Halachic opinions differ in cases where the
cheese was processed with rennet from flowers
or grass. The sages known as the Ge’onei
Narvona hold that in such cases, the cheese is
permitted, and indeed communities of Italy and
parts of France had a long-established custom
to be lenient and purchase local cheeses from
the non-Jews, since they knew with absolute
certainty that the rennet was kosher.
Rabbeinu Tam is also of that opinion, though
some point out that even Rabbeinu Tam never Does ownership make a difference?
permits it, and that his comments are only Even according to the Shach, if the Jew at
academic. There are some responsa from the the outset was to buy the cheeses to be manrenowned Chazon Ish that, in extenuating cir- ufactured, the product would no longer be
cumstances, one could rely on the Ge’onei considered Gevinat Akum and therefore not
Narvona. However, the Shulchan Aruch does subject to the rabbinical prohibition. It would
not follow this view.
suffice to oversee the process just to ensure all
Indeed, the Remah,
ingredients are kosher,
Historically, rennet
based on the Rambam
without having to place
and most Rishonim,
the rennet into the milk
was extracted from
rules that in any place
and be involved directly
the stomach or skin of
other than Italy, one
in the manufacturing
sheep or cattle, which
is prohibited from the
process.
is where things become
local cheese, since the
The Pri Chadash sides
complicated from a
prohibition of cheese
with the Shach, and takes
halachic perspective…
manufactured by nonit one step further – if the
Jews has a status of an
Jew forms a partnership
enactment carried out as a davar sheb’minyan with the non-Jew at the outset, even though the
(a special rabbinical decree passed by a gather- Jew is only the partial owner of the milk, the
ing of sages that no later enactment can repeal). cheese is permitted bedieved (“post facto”).
Accordingly, even for those who are lenient
The Noda B’Yehuda goes so far as to say
in the case of non-Jewish milk and permit it that if the Jew simply supplies the rennet, then
in cases where there is absolute certainty (for the cheese is considered Gevinat Yisrael and
instance, due to strict government law), that it according to all opinions would no longer be
does not contain any non-bovine content – the subject to the prohibition – and l’chatchilah
cheese would still be prohibited.
(from the outset) one is able to purchase or
Since the original decree did not allow for supply the rennet to the factory, and that in
any distinctions, any cheese manufactured by a itself would make it Gevinat Yisrael without a
non-Jew, regardless of its ingredients, remains Jew having to be involved in the actual process,
forbidden – unless there is Jewish involvement other than ensuring the ingredients are kosher.
in the manufacturing process.
Based on the above, some poskim (halachic
The Remah rules that if a Jew actually over- authorities) have suggested that if there was a
sees the manufacturing process from beginning legal contract drawn up whereby a Jew would
to end, the cheese would be considered Gevinat legally own the rennet of the cheese company,
Yisrael (“Jewish cheese” – ie, cheese manufac- then it would no longer be considered Gevinat
tured with Jewish involvement).
Akum, as long as inspectors visit the facility
The Shach strongly disagrees, and is of the from time to time ensuring that no non-kosher
opinion that even under full supervision, the ingredient is placed into the cheese.
resultant cheese is still prohibited under the catOther contemporary Poskim disagree and are
egory of Gevinat Akum (“non-Jewish cheese”) of the opinion that the Noda B’Yehuda’s ruling
– and that it is only in the case of milk where about buying/supplying the rennet is sufficient
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only when the cheese is being produced for
Jewish consumption – ie, where the intention
was to buy the end product. Under such circumstances, owning the rennet would suffice as a first
step towards taking full possession and can therefore be considered Gevinat Yisrael.
However, the basic understanding of the Noda
B’Yehuda seems to point to the fact that owning
the rennet in itself would make the cheese no
longer Gevinat Akum. It just so happened that the
Jews in the particular case brought by the Noda
B’Yehuda were renting the cheese factory and
intending to buy the cheese – but the key factor
would be that the rennet, the most important ingredient in the cheese-making, was Jewish-owned,
and that in itself would be sufficient to consider
the cheese Gevinat Yisrael, even l’chatchilah.
It is understood that merely having shares in
the company does not suffice, as Rabbi Shlomo
Zalman Auerbach points out, since shares are not
actual ownership in the cheese. Rather, shares
entitle the person to the profits (or to share in

the losses) of the company, but not to the actual cheese (and also the Dairybelle cheese) to be cerownership of the product manufactured by the tified by arranging that all rennet was owned by
a Jew, by means of a formal legal contract drawn
company.
up between the company and the Jewish party.
This is the existing arrangement we have with
Beth Din-certified cheeses of Johannesburg
Up until a number of years ago, Clover allowed Clover up until today.
Notwithstanding the above, Mehadrin cheeses
for a special run, where the Beth Din sent a
mashgiach to the factories, who would place are available, in which case the Beth Din insists
the rennet into the vats, and this ensured the they are manufactured with a mashgiach present
cheese was Gevinat Yisrael even according to at the time of production. The mashgiach places
the Shach. That was the “Gevina” brand which the rennet into the vats to ensure this complies
many of us will remember. However, after some with the Mehadrin standards, in accordance with
years, Clover could no longer accommodate this even the most stringent halachic opinions.
arrangement and there was a possibility of not
having a supply of locally manufactured cheese
available to the kosher market. The Beth Din, on
consultation with various eminent global halachic authorities, allowed for the regular Clover

Thank You

Last year, Rabbi Kurtstag relocated to his
birthplace in Israel, from where, liaising daily
with the local team and commuting once a
month, he helped guide the next generation of
South African dayanim, laying the tracks for a
smooth handover.
“It wasn’t a difficult decision,” he says of
the choice to return to Israel after 50 years of
serving the South African community. “My
wife hasn’t been well, and we have all our children in Israel. We felt it was the right time to
make the move we were always going to make.”
His key role during this transition period was
mentoring the incoming dayanim.
“I realise I’m getting on,” he says with typical
candour. “You know, the cemetery is full of indispensable people; you aren’t here forever – you have
to educate and groom those who come after you.”
~
Moshe Aharon Kurtstag was born in Tel Aviv
to Polish parents who came to Israel before
World War II. Brought up in a Zionist-religious
home with a great love for Israel and Torah,
he attended a yeshiva high school, went on
to study in various yeshivot, and served as a
chaplain in the IDF, before taking up his first
leadership role as Rosh Yeshiva of Bnei Akiva
high school, in Netanya.
In 1961, Kurtstag married his wife, Batya
– who is South African and the daughter of
the late revered Rabbi Yirmiyahu Aloy – and
began studying in kollel, eventually qualifying
fter 42 years on the South African Beth as a dayan. Soon after, he received a call from
Din, and 29 years serving as its head, South Africa to head up a rabbinical training
Rabbi Moshe Kurtstag is embarking on a well- programme.
“My big passion has
earned retirement.
always been education,
Rabbi Moshe Kurtstag
“I realise I’m getting on,”
and it seemed like a good
cuts a fittingly imposing
he says with typical
opportunity to make
figure. Beanpole tall,
candour. “You know,
an impact on what was
furrow-browed,
and
the cemetery is full of
emerging as an important
prone to long, pensive
indispensable people; you
Diaspora community.”
strokes of his beard, for
A young, idealistic
close to 30 years he
aren’t here forever – you
Rabbi
Kurtstag made
presided over the instihave to educate and groom
his
mark
early on with
tution that has brought
those who come after you.”
JSUP,
which
he founded
structure to Jewish life
not
long
after
his arrival
in South Africa.
in
1967.
Up close and personal, though, he’s not
“At the time, kids learnt Jewish studies in
nearly as frightening. His stern gaze dissolvhigh
school and their Jewish education ended
ing like a mirage, a playful grin and pair of
there.
Our goal was to offer tertiary-level
bright, gentle eyes come into focus as he holds
Jewish
studies to university students.”
forth in a pleasingly craggy voice, and with a
At
the
campus in Arcadia, students learnt
classic Israeli forthrightness that’s immediately
in-depth
Gemara,
Tanach and Halacha in
reassuring.
the morning, and did UNISA studies in the
afternoon.

On their retirement, we pay tribute to
three dayanim who devoted their
lives to building our Beth Din.

Rabbi Moshe
Kurtstag

Groundbreaker,
bridge-builder,
colossus of the
community

A
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“People thought we were mad to open what
was basically a yeshiva university in such a
small community, but baruch Hashem, we
were very successful. At our peak we had about
120 students enrolled in various programmes.
Many people became frum through JSUP. Some
went on to yeshiva and became rabbis. Rabbi
Menachem Raff from Maharsha, for example,
who was one of our first students. People still tell
me it was the best years of their life.”
After the Board of Education underwent a
financial crisis, and JSUP was closed, Kurtstag
joined the Beth Din as a part-time dayan in 1976.
He was the rookie in a group of much older, more
experienced dayanim, but he grew into the role
and learnt a lot from them (he cites his fatherin-law as a personal mentor), and in 1989, was
appointed as the head of the Beth Din.
~
The South African Jewish community as
a whole has changed considerably over the
past five decades – a spectacle to which Rabbi
Kurtstag has had front row seats.
“The main development I’ve noticed is
that more people are becoming interested in
Judaism,” he says. “Today, there is no family
without a frum relative – whether it is a son or
daughter, a nephew or cousin.”
He believes this has helped spark a dramatic
upturn in Jewish learning.
“Going to yeshiva post-high school has
become an accepted path. The frum community
continues to grow in both numbers and quality,
and it’s very heartening to see. “
~
The patriotic fire remains undiminished, but
even for this most ardent Tzioni, being back in
Israel after what seems like a lifetime will take
some getting used to.
“It’s a different Israel to the one I knew,”
says Rabbi Kurtstag. “It’s nice to see how the
country is developing technologically and economically. Here, as in South Africa, you are
seeing a spiritual reawakening. Obviously, it’s
more politicised – everything in Israel is politically charged from the day you are born. But
it’s wonderful nonetheless.”
Finding himself with spare time is another
unfamiliar sensation.
“I’m starting to devote more time to my own
learning. I also hope to do some writing. Above
all, I look forward to enjoying my children and
grandchildren [he has 25] and great-grandchildren. I will not be bored. I will not sit idly
looking at the four walls.”

“Rabbi Kurtstag has been a close friend
almost from the day he arrived in South
Africa 40 years ago. At that time, the Jewish
community was fragmented and it was
unclear which direction it would take. Rabbi
Moshe Kurtstag rolled up his sleeves and
created a Beth Din that all South African
Jewry could accept and respect. Under his
watch, the South African Beth Din gained
global stature and became an example of
excellence and cohesion throughout the
world. Only someone of his stature could
have pulled us together and kept us together.
He did all this by leading from the front – and
by leading by example. An honest, conscientious and correct person, he has lived his life
with great integrity. He took his position very
seriously and never dismissed any request
without doing his utmost to research and
investigate the matter fully. When it came
to divorces, I think he worried about the fate
of the children more than the parents, and
made sure to mediate so that arrangements
could be made for their best interests. While
tough and unflinching when he needed to
be, he remained sensitive, sympathetic and
mindful of the tremendous responsibility
that he carried on behalf of the South African
community.”
— Cocky Feldman

“A Talmid who misses him very much”
“I met Rabbi Kurtstag when I joined his
Gemara shiur 50 years ago. For the last 20
years we have learned together one-onone every morning. The amazing thing is
that during our learning sessions, he was
extremely patient with me when I didn’t
understand something. He would explain
it over and over again without any frustration. This demonstrated to me that he is a
true melamed (Jewish teacher). However,
if I would appear before him in the Beis
Din later on in the morning as a lawyer for
a client, he did not tolerate any foolishness.
“In fact, many lawyers complained that
he was intolerant of lawyers. In one case
before the Beis Din, both parties each had
a team of lawyers representing them, and
huge expenses were being incurred. At one
stage in the middle of a case, he dismissed
the lawyers, called the two parties to his
office and settled the case.
“In another case in which two neighbours
were at war, he researched the halacha and

asked me to look up the civil law. According
to both systems of law, one neighbour was
100% in the wrong. He confided in me that he
was concerned that this would destroy the
relationship between the families and their
children forever. Shortly afterwards, I saw
the two neighbours sitting together happily
at a wedding. Another dayan explained that
only Rabbi Kurtstag could have achieved
that. That’s the mark of a true dayan.
Before he retired, he was incredibly
concerned about his driver, Robert, and
was eager to find him another job. A Jewish
doctor responded to an advert he placed by
phoning Robert directly. When the doctor
requested an interview on Saturday, Robert
refused, saying: “You are a Jew, I can’t meet
you on Shabbos!” I think this illustrates
both Rabbi Kurtstag’s care and his influence
on those around him. He is so modest and
unassuming. I pray that in the future people
will appreciate his greatness.”
— Michael Karp

“Rabbi Kurtstag will be remembered in the
history of our community as a leader who laid
the groundwork for the rabbinic path and the
work of the Beth Din for years to come.
“Some will remember Rabbi Kurtstag from
his years of impressive work in the field of
education in the Jewish Students University
Programme (JSUP). Some will remember
him as rabbi of the Bnei Akiva shul in Yeoville,
some respect him for his strong involvement
in the activities of the Chevrah Kadisha or
other community services. But my memory
and appreciation come from my joint work
both with him and under his leadership in the
Beth Din.
“Rabbi Kurtstag was a teacher and mentor
who worked hard to share with me his
wisdom, knowledge and experience. I saw
him as a wise dayan, an experienced arbitrator, as a leader of stature, but also as a friend
– despite the age gap between us. I saw his
firmness when he encountered situations
of dishonesty or injustice, but I also saw his
extraordinary sensitivity to the tears of an
aguna (a chained woman).
“Rabbi Kurtstag contains in his personality
and worldview many qualities appreciated
by all parts of our special community, and his
involvement in the ongoing activities of the
Beth Din will be very much missed.”
— Rabbi Glicksberg
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“Leadership is not about being in charge. It’s
about caring for those who are in your charge.
Regarding his community as an extension of
his family, Rabbi Suchard is a leader whose
compassion is boundless and whose benevolence, all-encompassing.”
— Henry Blumenthal, honorary life president
of Sandton Shul

“This area was a farmland, struggling for a
minyan. Since then, under the guidance of
our leader and educator [Rabbi Suchard], the
area has flourished into something great. It
is today the centre of Jewish life in Sandton,
thanks to the pioneering spirit, creativity and
innovation of one man.”
— Rabbi David Shaw, Rabbi Suchard’s
successor

“Rabbi Suchard is a doer. To him, the
community is a priority, and he is devoted
to the quality of our shul... My husband is a
leader, visionary and father to his community
and family. A special man in a special place,
with wisdom in his eyes and a smile on his
face. That is my husband.”
— Rebbetzin Rochel Suchard

“A lovely, sweet man – what stands out for
me is how he’s always so sensitive to people’s
feelings. To me, this was especially apparent
in his work as a dayan. Even where one party
was clearly in the wrong, he would never
speak harshly, and would always seek to
understand not just the case in hand, but
that person’s emotional space. Once, in a
certain setting, he said something he thought
was too flippant, and I remember him being
upset about it for days. In general, he is so
approachable, people feel they can discuss
anything with him. He’s also a formidable
Torah scholar – he always has a dvar Torah
on hand, and any spare moment he has he
devotes to his learning, which is something
I’ve always found particularly inspiring.”
— Rabbi Dovid Baddiel
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Sandton’s Sun
Reflections on the remarkable 46-year
tenure of Rabbi Tzadok Suchard

T

oday it’s almost inconceivable, but tracing history of the Sandton Jewish community, but
the early career of Rabbi Tzadok Suchard in truth, the rise of the community corresponds
offers a time capsule into an era when Sandton quite neatly with the emergence of the man
who was to be its spiritual leader for close to
was little more than a skeleton community.
In 1966, 15 Jewish families living in the 50 years.
“Since Rabbi Suchard and his family have
area ‘north of Rosebank’, in the suburbs of
Sandown, Rivonia, Bryanston and Parkmore moved into the house [on the shul’s initial prembanded together to form a cheder for their chil- ises], the congregation has doubled!” – gushed
dren. After the cheder was established, ‘The the December 1974 edition of the normally
Lost Tribe’ – as they called themselves, began restrained Federation Chronicle newspaper.
Much has been written about how Rabbi
looking into the prospect of setting up more
Suchard built a thrivextensive Jewish infra“Since Rabbi Suchard and
ing community almost
structure in the area.
from scratch; how he
A nursery school was
his family have moved into
helped found King
established in the tennis
the house [on the shul’s
David Sandton and
pavilion of a local sports
initial premises],
helped establish the
club, which also conthe congregation has
various trappings of a
sented to host Shabbat
doubled!”
full-functioning Jewish
services in its clubhouse.
community – a mikveh,
By 1971, there were 60
kids enrolled in the school, and by 1973, more a community hall, a dedicated youth centre,
than 120. Around 170 families were attending and how he somehow found time in between to
shul services on a regular basis. Eventually, author 13 books.
Rabbi Suchard also served as dayan on the
the dream of the founding members was realised when a four-and-a-half acre property was Beth Din for more than three decades, impacting
the lives of thousands beyond his own compurchased.
It was at this time that Rabbi Suchard, a munity, and guiding fellow Jews through life’s
young Torah scholar fresh from an 11-year stint vicissitudes with his extraordinary halachic
at the famous Telz Yeshiva in Ohio, and the knowledge, clear mind and gentle manner.
But it’s the smaller moments, the little gestures
founding dean of the newly established Yeshiva
College Girls High School, was brought on illuminating a supreme generosity of spirit, that
stick in the mind of his congregants.
board as the community’s rabbi.
Mel Kur, for example. He joined Sandton
It may seem unusual to begin a tribute to
shul
a year after the rabbi took the reins, and
Rabbi Suchard with an account of the early

says Rabbi Suchard has been by his side during
some very difficult circumstances.
“I joined the shul 45 years ago. Soon after,
I lost my first wife at age 32. He was there for
me day and night. These are things one doesn’t
forget.”
His face lighting up with each new recollection, Kur himself is testimony to the reverence
and devotion Suchard has inspired, particularly
in some of his longstanding congregants.
“When he sat up there in shul it was like a
holy sage presiding over the community. He is
one of the most learned Torah scholars South
Africa has produced, and his face radiates that
learning and wisdom.”
At the same time, says Kur, Rabbi Suchard
was never an ‘ivory-tower rabbi’.
“He is a man of the people, someone with
whom you can always just chew the fat. You
are relaxed in his company, he puts you at ease
immediately.”
He says Rabbi Suchard went beyond mere
officiating.
“You didn’t at any point feel he was just
going through the motions, that he was simply
performing a role. You feel him with you in the

moment; that your moments are his moments.
Bar mitzvahs… weddings… funerals – he comforts you, he calms you, he rejoices with you.
“These days, people want their rabbi to be
an entertainer,” Kur continues. “Rabbi Suchard
is quick-witted and tells great jokes, but there
are no airs and graces, no artifice or showmanship when he’s up there on the pulpit. When he
speaks, he says it like it is.”
He also, apparently, makes the world’s best
cholent.
“Boerewors cholent. And not instead of the
meat – in addition to it. That’s who Rabbi
Suchard is – he never does anything by halves.”
In his early years, Rabbi Suchard was a
champion middle-distance runner – he still
holds the record for 880 yards at Parktown
Boys High – but there’s nothing middling about
his commitment to the community. As a leader,
a mentor, a spiritual guide, Rabbi Suchard is
someone who goes the distance; whose involvement runs not just long, but deep.
“Normally it’s a clean break,” says Kur, “if
someone retires, that’s it. But Rabbi Suchard is
our ‘Rabbi Emeritus’. We haven’t lost the connection – and we never will.”

Tribute to Dayan
Rapoport
A

fter 33 years of service, Dayan Boruch
Rapoport has retired from his position
as senior dayan of the Beth Din. Though close
to 80, his youthful looks and sense of humour
belie having carried the weight of thousands of
life-altering decisions in his long career as a
dayan. Asked if he thinks he has ever made any
mistakes in his time, he smiles and says: “Only
the Pope is infallible.”
Born in the UK, Dayan Rapoport moved to SA
in 1985 to take up a position at the Beth Din.
While he has developed a deep fondness for
South Africa, which has become his adopted
home, he feels a calling to join his children,
many of whom live in Israel. “I feel sad to be
leaving the UOS, but also happy. I’m looking
forward to making myself more available to
my Keter Torah community, to writing some
sefarim and to opening the door to aliya.”
Dayan Rapoport says he is relieved to be
handing over the responsibility of litigation,

conversions, kashrut and divorces. Possibly,
because he has carried the burden alone, never
sharing anything about his cases even with his
own wife – who once complained about having
to get her news from the street.
“I always tried my best to find a way to say
yes. Saying no is easy, but a dayan has to find
a way to help the person. I learned this from
my father and from Dayan Chatzkel Abramsky.
My mother told me that she was present one
day when a poor woman brought a chicken
to Dayan Abramsky to see if it was kosher.
He looked at it, and promptly pulled out a ten
shilling note from his back pocket. He told
the woman: “I think you should buy another
chicken.” It wasn’t just about saying no, it was
being in touch with the impact of his ruling.
That’s a dayan. That’s a rabbi.”
Despite popular perception, he doesn’t
believe that divorce in the Jewish community
is on the rise.
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“Throughout my tenure, around one-third situation; even when the people he is dealing
of marriages have ended in divorce. It’s not with have no knowledge of Judaism or kashrut,
a pleasant statistic, but that ratio remains he makes a favourable impression on them.
unchanged – the situation doesn’t seem to be He weighs things up carefully and investigates
getting worse.
why things have been done in a certain way,
“I have always found divorces traumatic, some before rushing to change things. In this world
more than others,” he continues. “But I think of instant gratification, this can seem like a disone should feel pained, if one is a mensch.”
advantage, but from experience, we know that
The dayan has been impressed with the South this ability to carefully and deeply consider the
African Jewish community’s respect for the consequences is a huge advantage.”
authority of the Beth Din, regardless of perRabbi Baddiel shares that it is difficult work
sonal belief.
presiding over litigation cases and dealing
Rabbi Moshe Schnerb has been a colleague with divorces. “It’s difficult work with difficult
of Dayan Rapoport for 20 years at Keter Torah people, but Dayan Rapoport has taken it all in
Shul, in Sydenham, but
his stride.”
has in fact known him
“My mother told me
He notes how the Dayan
for much longer. His face
is always ready with a
that she was present one
lights up as he speaks
quip or an anecdote that
day when a poor woman
with great warmth about
has an important lesson.
brought a chicken to
the Dayan. “It has been
“The dayan has a wealth
Dayan Abramsky to see if
an amazing privilege to
of stories and teachings
it was kosher. He looked at
have been in his proxabout other dayanim
imity all this time. While
it, and promptly pulled out
and great men from
he is a huge storehouse
previous generations to
a ten shilling note from his
of knowledge, he is also
share. I hope, now that
back pocket. He told the
not shy to say, ‘let me
he is retiring, he will find
woman: ‘I think you should
check’. With his father
the time to record these
buy another chicken.’ It
being a central figure
teachings for posterity.”
wasn’t just about saying no,
on the London Beis
Malcolm Rabson is a
Din, he was exposed to
it was being in touch with
trustee of Keter Torah
and got to meet some of
Shul and first met Dayan
the impact of his ruling.
the greats of the previRapoport over 20 years
That’s a dayan.
ous generation and they
ago. “We were looking
That’s a rabbi.”
have undoubtedly shaped
for a rabbi to take over
who he is, how he interfrom Rabbi Lapin, and
prets events and his entire weltanschauung. He from his first dvar Torah, the dayan impressed
is a treasure trove of stories and events from us all with his elegance, presence and command
Lithuania. I think his mission has been to faith- of Torah knowledge. Our main criterion was
fully transmit that precious world of the past to that we were looking for someone who was a
the current leadership. As a dayan, he has strad- true link in the mesora (tradition). Someone
dled two worlds, the world of Judaism’s most who could tell us what our own bobbas and
central precepts and the world of people, some zaidas did in Lithuania. Coming from an unbroof whom have no appreciation for the value of ken chain of 25 generations of rabbonim dating
those precepts. His gift is that he is able to get back to the 12th century, including his own
into their shoes in a genuine, caring and sensi- father who was a dayan in London, the dayan
tive way, often with a sense of humour. He has has brought a wealth of knowledge about and
reached many people with this light touch.”
eyewitness testimony to the practices of previRabbi Dovid Baddiel has worked with ous generations of Jews.
Dayan Rapoport for the past nine years at the
“The dayan is a living link – he has led our
UOS. “He often brings a fresh perspective to a Rosh Hashanah Mussaf for 20 years, from an
problem that no one has thought of before. He old, yellowed machzor in a kittel that belonged
is naturally blessed with this ability, but he also to his zaida. Everything he says and teaches is
brings many, many years of experience in con- rooted in the original Torah sources. And he
sidering problems from many different angles,” has a fierce and uncompromising passion for
Rabbi Baddiel reflects. “I have accompanied learning Torah, and for people to attend shiurim
the Dayan on some factory visits and I have and be involved in learning. But, through all his
noticed that he brings a certain gravitas to the greatness, he’s also just normal! He can sit with
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a Chassidishe rebbe and converse in Yiddish or
sit with a person with no Jewish knowledge and
make him feel comfortable. What we at Keter
Torah have truly valued about the dayan is his
leadership. There’s something very solid about
him. He has a strength and resoluteness that
people rely on. He’s our backbone, our security. Whatever the problem we face, he always
knows the right way to move forward and we
leave him feeling supported and guided.”
A friend of Rabbi Rapoport, Mick Davis, concludes: “I am personally blessed by our many
years of friendship and am honoured to call
him my Rabbi. Rabbi Rapoport has served the
South African Jewish community as a dayan
of the Beth Din with great dedication and distinction. While his knowledge of halacha and
Talmud is beyond comparison, it is his compassion for his fellow Jew which is the hallmark
of his contribution over so many years. He has
an incisive mind, an inquisitive intellect and an
all-round perspective on life. It is these qualities which have made him an invaluable servant
of the South African Jewish community.”
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The changing
of the guard

R

abbi Moshe Kurtstag. Rabbi Boruch
Rapoport. Rabbi Zadok Suchard. Three
names synonymous with Jewish life in South
Africa. Three titans of the community. Three
dayanim who have devoted a staggering 105
years of service between them as the leaders of
the Beth Din.
Over the decades, they have established an
institution that provides the community with
the halachic infrastructure required to be a
Jew in South Africa – a comprehensive range
of specialist services essential to the preservation of Jewish religious life. In doing so,
they have overseen everything from kashrut
to the arbitration of monetary disputes, marriage authorisation, divorce proceedings and
conversions.
Not only have they delivered the kinds of services without which Jewish life in South Africa
would simply cease to be. They have delivered
them with a level of distinction that has ensured
our halachic standards are recognised and
accepted around the world – in Israel, in the US
and across the Diaspora.
This is not something to take for granted. It’s
not something that every Beth Din automatically enjoys. It has been achieved, and then
maintained, through decades of hard work,
excellence and attention to detail.
Now, Rabbis Kurtstag, Rapoport and Suchard
are handing the torch to a new generation of
dayanim. A team of talented young leaders
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with the abilities and training and temperament Rabbi Dovid Baddiel
to deliver the same unfaltering standards and Portfolio: Kashrut and Gittin
devoted service.
Here’s to the next century.
Born in the United Kingdom
to a distinguished rabbinic
family, Rabbi Baddiel has
studied in some of the most
New guard
prestigious yeshivot in
Europe and Israel. After
With Rabbi Dovid Baddiel, Rabbi Yoel
Smith and Rabbi Shlomo Glicksberg, the spending six years in Gateshead Talmudical
Johannesburg Beth Din welcomes a diverse, College, he moved to the Mirrer Yeshiva, in
multi-talented new team. In essence, the team Jerusalem, where he learned for a further six
is tasked with ensuring all matters relating to years.
He then studied at the Harry Fischel Institute
Jewish law are upheld to the highest standards. Each with unique experience, expertise for Rabbinics and Dayanut in Jerusalem, where
and skills, the three fuse encyclopaedic Torah he received his qualifications in dayanut. In
knowledge with a worldliness and an approach- 2009, Rabbi Baddiel moved to South Africa
ability, and are passionate about serving the with his wife and five children. Rabbi Baddiel
joined the Beth Din as a dayan in November
community in whichever way they can.
In addition to three permanent dayanim, 2009. He has been privileged to head the Ohr
the Beth Din now also includes two daya- Aharon kehilla for the past year-and-a-half,
nim-in-training – Rabbi Gidon Fox from which adds to his experience of dealing and
Pretoria and Rabbi Matthew Liebenberg from interacting with other community members...
Rabbi Baddiel oversees gittin (divorce) cases
Cape Town – who, for the past few years, have
been learning with each other over Skype as as well as halachic kashrut matters. He envithey close in on their dayanut qualification. sions the Beth Din as a resource accessible to
Together, these five skilled, talented individ- all members of the community.
“I have gained vast experience from the older
uals will ensure all matters relating to Jewish
law – marriage, divorce, conversion, kashrut, dayanim, especially Rabbi Kurtstag, being
brit milah, monetary disputes and other areas of together with them for over nine years. At the
Beth Din, we are a listening ear, and are here to
halacha – are upheld to the highest standards.
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advise and support each and every member of
He holds a doctorate in Jewish law from Bar
the community. We want the Beth Din to be a Ilan University, and he was a senior lecturer
place anyone can feel comfortable coming to.” in the various academic institutions. Rabbi
Glicksberg was also the rabbinic leader of a
large community in Jerusalem for 11 years
Rabbi Yoel Smith
before coming to South Africa.
Portfolio: Legal and Monetary Disputes
Rabbi Glicksberg currently heads up the
(Dinei Torah)
Beit Mordechai Kollel and is also the rabbi of
Mizrachi Shul, in Glenhazel.
He was recently invited to join the
Rabbi Smith is the son of the
late
Chief
Rabbi
of Johannesburg Beth Din as a permanent dayan,
Lithuania, Rabbi Dovid where he oversees marriages and conversions.
Among his varied achievements and leaderSmith. After studying in
yeshivot in Gateshead and ship positions, Rabbi Glicksberg says his work
South Fallsburg, USA, as dayan on the Beth Din is his greatest calling.
“Working in this role is a great privilege
Rabbi Smith spent six years at Glasgow Kollel,
while officiating at Langside Hebrew for me. I had the opportunity to learn, firstCongregation. He was then appointed as a rabbi hand, from the vast knowledge, experience
in Berlin, where he ran the local yeshiva and led and wisdom of Rabbi Kurtstag. I believe that
serving the community in this role is the most
the community.
After moving to South Africa, Rabbi Smith valuable part of my communal contributions.
joined the Beth Din as a permanent dayan in The Johannesburg Beth Din is a very special
2016. He is also the community rabbi of the place. It’s unique in that it’s perhaps the only
thriving Shaarei Chaim community. As a dayan, Beth Din, I believe, in the world where you
Rabbi Smith handles all legal matters, ranging have dayanim of very different backgrounds
from arbitration and mediation to litigation and working together in harmony to achieve the
any other matters of dispute which are brought same goal.”
to the Beth Din. He considers it a great privilege to contribute towards enriching Jewish life Rabbi Gidon Fox
in South Africa by serving on the Beth Din, and Dayan-in-training
values the uniqueness of the Johannesburg Beth
Din and the distinct qualities of the community
as a whole.
Rabbi Fox was born in 1971
“The Beth Din is unique in the way that
in London. After living in
all the services it provides, such as kashrus,
Israel, he relocated to South
conversions, etc, are centralised under one
Africa with his family in
umbrella organisation, and it is recognised by
1981, where he matriculated
all Jews across the board. The South African
at the Torah Academy.
Jewish community itself is renowned for its Following matric, he studied in yeshivot both
warmth and inclusivity. My goal is to maintain locally and abroad, as well as in kollel in
the reputation of the Beth Din as being an insti- Australia. He received smicha from the late
tution founded on integrity and trust.”
Rabbi YD Groner of Australia, as well as from
Machon Ariel in Israel, and took his first post as
Rabbi Dr Shlomo Glicksberg
a communal rabbi in Australia in 1996.
Portfolio: Marriages and Conversions
In 2005, he took up the position of rabbi
of the Pretoria Hebrew Congregation (PHC).
He also acts the head of the South African
Born and raised in Israel, Rabbinical Association and is the dean of the
Rabbi Glicksberg’s impres- Yeshiva Lerabbonus Pretoria, where he also
sive
background
spans teaches and tests for smicha. In addition, he is
Jewish law, academia and involved with providing halachic counselling
community leadership. Rabbi and supervision for couples undergoing fertilGlicksberg spent over a ity treatment through the organisation Shifra,
decade in Talmudic study at the esteemed which he founded both in Australia (with other
Yeshivat Mercaz Harav, in Jerusalem, before lay leaders) and in South Africa, and works
pursuing studies in dayanut at a specialist kollel closely with the Malka Ella Fund.
Rabbi Fox is currently studying to become
in Ariel.

a dayan, having started through the Beth Din
under Eretz Chemda in Israel seven years ago.
He underlines the important role the Beth Din
plays in all aspects of community life: “I am
very grateful for this opportunity. The dayanim
have been very welcoming, and have taken me
on as a colleague and an understudy. With my
experience as a community rabbi, I hope to act
as a positive interface between the community
and the Beth Din, and ensure the organisation
is accessible, approachable and at the helm of
leadership for the diverse and varied segments
within our community.”
Rabbi Matthew Liebenberg
Dayan-in-training
Rabbi Liebenberg was born
and raised in Johannesburg,
where he attended King David
Victory Park. Matriculating in
1991 with full academic
colours, he went on to study at
the Yeshiva Gedolah of Johannesburg, receiving
smicha (rabbinical ordination) from the late,
revered Rabbi Azriel Chaim Goldfein, in 1999.
Rabbi Liebenberg is a qualified mohel and is
the rabbi of the Claremont-Wynberg Hebrew
Congregation in Cape Town, a position he has
held for the past 18 years. Rabbi Liebenberg
is currently the chairman of the Phyllis Jowell
Jewish Day School, and the Simcha Fund.
Rabbi Liebenberg says the experience of
observing current dayanim in action has been
invaluable.
“The Beth Dins of Johannesburg and Cape
Town work together with united leadership.
Until recently, Rabbi Kurtstag would frequent
Cape Town to perform divorces and conversions. This role is now carried out by Rabbi Yoel
Smith, who travels to Cape Town once a month.
I have been studying the dayanut syllabus of
Kollel Eretz Chemda with Rabbi Gidon Fox for
several years over Skype, and recently I have
been spending several days a month observing
the legal proceedings in Cape Town alongside
Rabbis Smith, Suiza and Maizels. With the
long-term view of succession planning, I
hope to eventually gain full accreditation as
a dayan and serve the Cape Town community
in this role.”
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Highlights from
Sinai Indaba 2018
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An extravaganza of
fresh thinking
T

his year’s Sinai Indaba saw thousands of people gather in Johannesburg, Cape Town
and Durban, to hear some of the Jewish world’s most celebrated thinkers and speakers
share their multifaceted insights on relationships, personal development, spirituality, creativity, Jewish philosophy, Jewish mysticism and Israeli diplomacy.
From an international fashion designer to a renowned sex therapist, a rocker to a rabbinical hedge-fund manager, an educational psychologist moonlighting as a meditational guru
to a Scottish stand-up comedian moonlighting as a rabbi, this was perhaps Sinai Indaba’s
most eclectic line-up yet.
The event began on a positive note, literally, with optimism on the agenda for the
Saturday night opening in Johannesburg.
“The human being is called the mdaber, the ‘speaker’ – not just because we communicate with each other, as animals do that too, but because, alone among the creatures of
this earth, we tell stories, we construct narratives, we interpret things,” said Chief Rabbi Dr
Warren Goldstein, who founded Sinai Indaba in 2012.
“We make a choice every day about how we tell the story of our lives, whether we construct a
narrative that is pessimistic, or choose to be optimistic about how we see life.”
At its heart, though, Sinai Indaba is about Torah learning in all its multifacetedness.
“Sinai Indaba is an opportunity to refresh our connection to the Torah, which is more
ancient than anything we know, yet remains a constantly overflowing well of renewal and
inspiration – fresh, relevant and immediate.”

Sinai Encore

For the past seven years, Sinai Indaba has brought the top
speakers and most colourful personalities in the Jewish world
to our shores for a Torah convention like no other. A procession
of psychologists, filmmakers, academics, scientists, historians,
geopolitical experts, Torah scholars, diplomats, rosh yeshivas,
mystics and musicians have captivated and enlivened crowds
in their thousands at South Africa’s premier conference venues.
After this year’s event, we conducted a survey to find out what you
wanted at the next one. The overwhelming call was to bring them
back! So stay tuned for Sinai Encore – all the speakers, as chosen
by you, from the past seven years of Sinai Indaba who you want to
hear speak again.
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This year’s line-up of speakers embodied that
freshness, relevance and immediacy. Here is what
they had to say:
➀ LAIBL WOLF

Educational psychologist, meditational expert

“Consciousness is the human
experience of the soul flowing
through the organs of the body.”

PETER HIMMELMAN
Folk rock icon, creativity expert
“Optimism is not anything more than a tool. If
you’re optimistic, then you have to do something
with the optimism.”

➀

“In the big formative moments of life, people
“We have the capacity to live vertically – to take
don’t change in essence – part of their essence is
every moment and explore it up and down, inside- revealed. What exists is made present.”
out, to swim below the surface and get to know
others more deeply, to get to know ourselves more “Great music is one part right brain and structure,
deeply, to understand the world around us on
and one part flowing emotions; it’s only the
deeper terms.”
marriage of these two sides that make it work and
bring out its beauty.”
“There is no virtue in meditation for its own sake, it
must be a pathway towards a goal.”

➁ RIVKA MALKA PERLMAN
Transformation coach

“When you see yourself in a kinder way, you see
others in a kinder way.”

“The providential perspective:
every experience is a healing
opportunity.”
“All of life with G-d is a game of hide-and-seek, and
what He wants is to be found.”

RABBI SAUL DJANOGLY
Wealth manager
“Why are we sent into this messy world? Why don’t
our souls remain on high, unsullied, basking in the
Divine light? The reason is that G-d is into high-risk
investments. High risk can translate into high
rewards. Our job is to give our Creator a spectacular return on His investment.”

➁

“Every pessimist is a disappointed optimist.”
“G-d has deliberately created inequality so that
there can be chessed – an opportunity for those
who are more fortunate to help those who are less
fortunate.”

DR DAVID RIBNER
Sex therapist

➂ ALEXANDRE ELICHA

“Most school-based programmes Founder and creative director, The Kooples
on sexuality tell us what not to
“Don’t be afraid to be different. Don’t be afraid that
do. We need programmes that
people will point and say things about you. When
tell us about the beauty of sexual
you own what you do and are not ashamed of
relationships, the pleasure of a
what you are, people find you fascinating and love
mutual relationship, the notion
your difference.”
of connecting in a way that’s
“There is nothing more trendy
not just physical but spiritual,
than Torah. Torah is having the
psychological, emotional.”
answer to tomorrow’s question.”

“Holiness is the result of the perfecting of a
relationship.”

“G-d’s blessing rests on the mutuality of a relationship – on respect, compassion, empowerment
and shared pleasure. The goal of intimacy from
a Jewish perspective is a focus on the other – on
being engulfed by a sense of completeness.”
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➂

“I’m in a creative industry – I create new clothes,
new trends, new things. But you can’t create every
day. Sometimes you just need to stop. You need
Shabbat.”

➃

➄
➃ RABBI YITZCHOK ADLERSTEIN

Director of Interfaith Affairs, Simon Wiesenthal
Center

“Forgiveness means giving up the hope of a better
past.”

➆

What participants said:

LESLEY SACKS
“While JK Rowling was writing that book of hers
“A beautiful, well-organised day. I felt really lucky
in that little corner café in Glasgow, her child was
“For the first time in 2 000 years, those who used to
that every speaker who went up, I loved, but most
hate us and persecute us and murder us, now look being looked after by the Scottish chief rabbi’s
especially Rabbi YY Rubinstein, with his insightful
teenage daughter… Yes, all the secrets are going
to us for guidance, direction and help with their
knowledge of Torah and the human condition,
to come out this afternoon. Did I mention I grew up
own struggles. This is an incredible opportunity.”
who was also simply really entertaining.”
in the same street as Alex Ferguson?”

“There is enormous pressure
against any kind of absolute
belief in the West today. Anyone
who has an absolute belief in
anything is countercultural.”

MOSHE LICHTENSTEIN
“What was really impressive was Peter Himmelman’s creativity workshop where he demonstrated
that – contrary to the modern-day perception –
tech is ruining real communication; how tools such
“Quiet coexistence happens in
as smartphones can be used to reach out to loved
Israel every single day.”
“Judaism is the only monotheistic religion in the
ones in a sincere, meaningful way. I also enjoyed
world that doesn’t claim to have the exclusive keys
the songwriting session where members of the
“A country is not defined by its imperfections, but
to the kingdom of heaven.”
audience composed songs for one another, which
by how it deals with its imperfections, and Israel is
were then performed impromptu by him and his
improving itself all the time.”
band.”

➆ MICHAEL DICKSON
Executive director, StandWithUs

➄

ESTHER WEIN
Innovative educator

JUSTIN GLICKMAN

“The colour and diversity
of the speakers always
impresses me. This year was no
different. Coupled with major
improvement to the food – and
Jews always need improvement
to the food – it made for a soulsatisfying Sinai VII.”

“The body and soul are soulmates. Living in peace
with our neshama, making this match work, is our
mission in life.”

“We are designed to belong and
to extend that sense of belonging
to those around us.”
“The soul is invisible. But, if we live in harmony with
our soul, it becomes visible.”

➅ RABBI YY RUBINSTEIN
Motivational speaker

“Why did G-d tell us about 974 failed worlds before
He created our world, which He called ‘very good’?
Because the whole basis of our world, our collective world as well as our personal world, is that
you get it wrong before you get it right.”

➅

LOREN EPPEL
“Having studied meditation, and Jewish meditation,
in the past, one of the fundamental lessons I learnt
from Rabbi Laibl Wolf is that changing one’s mindset is like learning to play an instrument; it doesn’t
happen through studying the theory without the
daily practice. I also found the lectures of Esther
Wein and Rivka Malka Perlman to be incredibly
life-affirming. In general, it was a wonderful treat
to have such eclectic Torah wisdom laid on thick!”
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It’s Kosher
Fest F

rom latke pops to sushi burritos, gourmet tacos to blackbun salmon sliders, fresh crepes in Belgian chocolate
sauce to Sally Williams nougat in ice-cream form – these
were just some of the rare delicacies to be sampled at ‘It’s
Kosher Fest’. Modelled on the famous Kosherfest convention
held in the US, the expo served up an array of proudly South
African, proudly kosher delicacies from some of the country’s
top kosher establishments and producers.
“When people think kosher, they automatically think about
eating something that’s boring and unimaginative,” says
Rabbi Dovi Goldstein, head of the Kosher Department,
who says a call was put out to kosher restaurants to reinvent
themselves for the occasion and serve up entirely new cuisine.
“People in our community are now able to introduce
gourmet food to their tables. And this was our vision for the
‘It’s Kosher Fest’ – to show people that kosher food can be
exciting, tasty and fun.”
Jordan Moshe, who reported on the event for the SA
Jewish Report, described the expo as “a cross between a
professional trade show and the buffet line at your cousin’s
bar mitzvah”.
“Having kept kosher for the better part of my life, I admit
to having stared wistfully at advertisements for non-kosher
eateries on occasion, imagining what it must be like to tuck
into those creative gourmet dishes without having to travel
to Israel. However, when I beheld the culinary spectacle that
made up the ‘It’s Kosher Fest’ at Sinai Indaba, I felt that there
may yet be hope for South Africa’s kosher kids.”

Lauren Singer,
light–bringer
Reflections by Peter Himmelman

I

was fortunate to have been working in the
beautiful city of Cape Town this past year.
I’d been invited to South Africa by Sinai Indaba
to do a series of music-based talks having to
do with the intersection of Judaism and creativity. It was there I was introduced to Lauren
Singer. Lauren’s a writer, a teacher, and a public
speaker. She’s also waging her own private war
against Multiple Sclerosis, a disease that’s been
slowly eating away at her ability to function for
the last several years.
One of the questions I’d posed to the audi-
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ence during my Cape Town lecture was: “What never get anymore since my MS worsened over
is your ‘Why You’?” In other words, “What is the last couple years. Peter, I can’t thank you
your raison d’être, or more simply, what do you enough for giving me the opportunity.”
Lauren and I have stayed in touch over email
believe you were born to accomplish with your
life?” I could see Lauren seated in the back of since then. She told me she’d started working
the auditorium in her motorised wheelchair. on an outline for her TED Talk. “I have to break
She’d been raising her hand with so much out somehow from the prison MS has put me
in.” When I asked her
enthusiasm that I stopped
“There are people who
if she’d consent to be
my talk, walked through
interviewed for my
the rows of people and
are living with every
forthcoming book, her
gave her my microphone.
possible advantage,” I
reply was an emphatic
“I live to help people,”
wrote. “They’ve got
“Yes”.
was what Lauren told the
their
health,
financial
“I’m not shy,” she
audience.
resources,
family,
and
wrote.
That’s when I whisyet they find maintaining
I posed just two quespered in her ear and asked
tions
to which she gave
if she’d like to come up
a state of gratitude very
very
short,
almost poetito the front of the room
difficult. What would you
cal,
answers.
with me, where the
say to them?”
“There are people
Johannesburg-based band
who
are living with
I’d been working with
every
possible
advantage,”
I
wrote. “They’ve
was laying down a churchy R&B groove. As
got
their
health,
financial
resources,
family, and
Lauren took her place on the floor in front of the
yet
they
find
maintaining
a
state
of
gratitude
very
stage, the band members and I began to improdifficult.
What
would
you
say
to
them?”
vise a song about her. Unfortunately, I can only
“Nobody is self-reliant,” Lauren emailed me
remember the words to the chorus: “Lauren
back.
“You don’t need much to feel grateful. All
Singer, she’s a love and light-bringer...”
you
need
to do is think about the people who
Soon, most of the audience was on up on
clear
away
your garbage.”
their feet, singing along, and dancing in joyous
My
next
question was: “What role, if any,
circles around Lauren. I had the distinct sense
does
gratitude
play in the optimism I’ve seen
that no one was doing this to make Lauren feel
you
purvey?”
good, but rather, to drink in the intense energy
she herself was exuding. It was pure revival tent
stuff; people dancing in time to the music, hands
in the air, with Lauren turning quick loops in her
wheelchair as her guide dog Sheba followed her
every move. The band was rocking, the music
was rising, and the crowd was revelling in pure
jubilation... No question, it was one of the most
moving experiences I’ve had in many years.
Afterwards, I went out to the lobby to cool off
and Lauren was there waiting. She was wearing
a deadly serious expression. “Peter,” she said,
“you used me to get all those people together.” I
was taken aback; I felt horrible. Lauren was right.
If it hadn’t been for her, none of that beautiful
experience would have ever happened. I knew it
was wrong-headed and presumptuous of me to
have brought her to the front of the stage. I must
have completely misinterpreted her willingness
to be involved. There was a long pause as Lauren
quietly pet Sheba. She finally looked up at me
and said: “To feel useful, to feel needed, to feel
like I have some purpose, is something I almost

“I have to be reminded, or to remind myself,”
she wrote, “that I only have my lived reality.
It has been worse. I am living with an incurable illness that will only be worse in time. It is
so hard I want to scream and yell at whoever
is responsible. But who do I scream at? My
genes? Partly, but how vague. And in creeps
gratitude. Gratitude is the only thing that
can keep me sane. Gratitude makes me look
beyond myself. I also know that I am living
with Multiple Sclerosis, but it is not only me
who is living with it. Through me, my mother
and my brothers are forced to deal with it too.
I have read how other people with Multiple
Sclerosis say that their MS is not them. I have
lived with the illness for so long that I feel that
my MS is me. It has moulded me and eaten
away at me. So what has kept me going? Being
able to live beyond myself. Finding a gratitude
that somehow pushes the nastiness away. With
gratitude I am able to put someone else’s needs
before my own. That’s what makes life easier.”
It continues to amaze and humble me to
know that in spite of her extraordinarily serious
challenges, Lauren is still looking to help
people in need. Of all the things we do on the
planet, nothing grounds us in the present and
fills us with gratitude like being in the service
of others.
It’s not an exaggeration to say that I think about
Lauren every day.
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Raising a
generation of
givers

➀

This year’s Generation Sinai has sparked an inspirational
new outreach project – The Little Givers.

W

hen we get the opportunity to teach our children to do more –
to do better – we should take it. Giving of ourselves to others,
whether it’s through time or with money, is a gift to the giver as well as
the receiver, and this is a message we should pass on to our kids.
This was the call that went out to parents across South Africa from
the Chief Rabbi during this year’s Generation Sinai event. And it is a
call that was heeded by parents, educators and children countrywide, as
community members flocked to schools in their thousands to take part
in Generation Sinai once again this year, which took place in the week
before Shavuot. More than 57 nursery and primary schools across the
country participated.
In 2017, the theme for Generation Sinai was the mitzvah of mezuzah –
and an important arm of this campaign ensured there was more to it than
just the learning experience on the day. As significant as this learning
is, the concept of taking this newfound knowledge home is an aspect to
Generation Sinai that will ensure Jewish families engage in the mitzvot
on an ongoing basis. Thus, families were urged to have their mezuzahs
checked by professional sofers, or to put mezuzahs on doors where there
were none. And help was provided in the form of the Chief’s Trust – an
organisation set up to ensure that affordability was not a barrier when it
comes to observing the Torah and its laws.
2018

➁
➃

➂
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In 2018, Generation Sinai continued to inspire,
with the theme for this year concentrating on
the mitzvah of tzedakah. Material was created
that is of lasting value and which continues to
be used in thousands of Jewish households.
A card game (The Giving Game) and a children’s storybook (A Jingle and a Jangle) were
designed to be treasured possessions.
Rabbi Sean Cannon, from the United Herzlia
Schools, said: “We had an excellent turnout at
all three Herzlia primary schools – great testimony to the Cape Town community. I thought
the game was an ingenious breakthrough this
year – particularly that the parents and kids
could be simultaneously engaged on the same
content. This was just great fun for everybody.
At Herzlia Constantia, they literally had to stop
the programme because parents and kids were
having so much fun. Sometimes it’s a box-ticking exercise. This year, parents seemed to lose
track of time. Those who took part felt it was
well worth the effort – they had a positive,
authentic, engaging Jewish learning experience
with their kids. The process of building our next
generation of ‘little givers’ is under way.”
Thanks once again to Generation Sinai’s exclu-

“

sive sponsor, Liberty, these beautifully designed
and wonderfully informative resources have
educated and entertained children far beyond the
morning event. Says Liberty’s Hazel Lerman:
“Generation Sinai is a living, breathing initiative.
It doesn’t only happen on the day; it’s something
that can be hauled off the shelf at any time, and
reverberates throughout the year. The energy on
the day itself is incredible – the buzz in the classrooms and halls, the learning taking place across
generations. And beyond this, the knowledge
and practices that are taken home and continued.
I have no doubt there will be countless tzedakah
tins filling up much quicker than they normally
would as a direct result of this initiative.”
Little Givers
The project that has followed encourages
schoolkids to give of their time and their
resources to undertake this mitzvah going
forward. Thus, Generation Sinai has been taken
outside of the classroom again in 2018, with
The Little Givers campaign. This campaign
gives primary school students the opportunity
to join Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein once a
month as they visit and volunteer at chessed
organisations across the country.
Children are encouraged to be a part of this
transformational project, which helps others
and undoubtedly changes lives – not least of
which are the lives of those who are doing the
giving! Kids have been called on and inspired
to think of others rather than themselves, and
make someone’s day, month or year, and in this
way to raise a ‘Generation of Givers’.
The first Little Givers outing took place in
June, in Johannesburg and Cape Town. The
Chief Rabbi and his entourage of Little Givers
visited the elderly – at Sandringham Gardens
and Highlands House, respectively – and spent
time enjoying a tea party with the residents of
these retirement homes.
The kids were also encouraged to bring
handmade cards or pictures that they had drawn
especially for their new friends, and both residents and kids had a wonderful time.
Shayna Nudelman (9) was one of The Little
Givers: “I loved spending time with my bobba
and I baked a cake for her. I told her about my
life. I also really liked speaking with the other
old people there. It made me feel happy.”
Yali Friedman, general manager of

➄
Sandringham Gardens, said: “Some of these
residents don’t see visitors from one month to
the next, so this was a real treat for them… To
see the different generations bonding like this
was wonderful. There was just a great energy
in the air.”
At Highlands House, nine-year-old Daniel
Merris took part in the outing: “I handed out
chocolates. I was so happy to see the smiles on
their faces.”
Chief Rabbi Goldstein said these kinds of small
interactions help nurture a new generation of
caring, compassionate community members.
“Giving tzedakah, helping those less fortunate,
making a real difference in the world – this
defines who we are as a people, and who we are
as a community.”

➅

We came, we saw, and we were humbled.
I’ve always wished for the opportunity to
visit Chris Hani Baragwanath Hospital. The
chance came along this Mandela Day, and it
could not have been more moving. Our students engaged in activities and games with
these beautiful children. Through a morning
of giving, we all learned that we have one
thing in common in this country – a purpose.
A purpose to survive. A purpose to live. A
purpose for hope. That purpose was revealed
through the love and care we all felt, with a
little bit of shared happiness.”
Tali Kagan
Teacher at Yeshiva College Girls High
“Herzlia Constantia grade 6 children boarded
the bus for Mfuleni with great excitement and
anticipation, bringing extra facepaint from
home to ensure that the 220 preschoolers had
the best experience. The Mandela Day/Little
Givers event with the Chief Rabbi was a
special opportunity for Jewish children from
the Jewish day schools in Cape Town to be
together, participating in 67 minutes of community outreach. The children were totally
engaged and busy playing with younger children, assisting them with their activities and
fussing over them. It is most valuable for our
children to feel needed and loved by younger
children, as it appeals to their sense of value,
responsibility and self-esteem. It is without
doubt that while the younger preschoolers
had a wonderful morning of fun and games,
the Herzlia Constantia children benefited
hugely from this reciprocal engagement. We
could not get the children to leave the centre
as they had formed bonds and were sad to
say goodbye to their younger peers at the end
of the day.”
Jos Hurwitz
Herzlia Constantia
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The Chief Rabbi & his Little Givers
Games, books & tzedakah tin
The Giving Game
Visitors to Highlands House
Resident with a Little Giver
Resident chats to a Little Giver
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Mandela Day
18 July 2018 celebrated 100 years since Nelson
Mandela’s birth. In his name, South Africans
everywhere are called on to make this world a
better place by giving 67 minutes of our time.
The Little Givers took on this task with style
and flair, as well as compassion and empathy, as
they threw a party for the kids at the Surgeons
for Little Lives clinic, at Baragwanath Hospital.
Surgeons for Little Lives is a non-profit
organisation that built a modern clinic aimed
at improving the care of kids (newborn to 12
years old) and providing a place for parents to
stay over.
Entertainment, gift-giving and fun and
games was the order of the day – as 60 volunteers, including Grade 9, 10 and 11 girls from
Yeshiva College, took part in the party. Little
Champs volunteered their time to entertain
the kids and 200 cupcakes were donated by
the Union of Jewish Women. Kids and parents
received socks donated by Aaron’s Rock Your
Socks. A TV and DVD player were donated to
the clinic by Railway Furnishers. Crayons and
colouring-in books were also donated, as well
as books and DVDs.
The Chief Rabbi and his crew of Little Givers
were in Cape Town for another bash – this time
at Afrika Tikkun’s The Zolile Malindi Centre.
Twenty kids from Herzlia Constantia, and 34
from the Sinai Academy, visited the 220 kids
who attend the nursery school there. Juices
and snacks were part of the spread, and Nicola
Jackman, one of our favourite care clowns from
the Upliftment Programme, entertained the kids.
“I was so inspired to see the preschool there
and to see the outstanding facilities,” the Chief
Rabbi said. “It was a beautiful day, where children came from Herzlia Constantia and Sinai
Academy and played with the children from the
Zolile Malindi Centre. It was inspiring all-round
to share the joy of the day.”

➂
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Saving lives
In August, The Little Givers visited Hatzolah
in Johannesburg, and Ezra in Cape Town, to
provide these organisations with the gift of
gratitude!
Neither Hatzolah nor Ezra need an introduction, as adults and kids across the board know
and respect the life-saving emergency services
they provide! The Little Givers wanted to say
thank you, so they visited these incredible
organisations to give some special gifts to these
selfless individuals.
And in true giving style, Hatzolah and Ezra
continued to give during The Little Givers’
visit, as the kids were taken on a ‘VIP’ tour by
Hatzolah and Ezra, and watched demonstrations
of some of the life-saving acts they perform.

➃
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“

Little Givers get packing

It was a very special opportunity for the
Sinai learners to share smiles and love with
the children at The Zolile Malindi Centre. We
are grateful for the meaningful life lessons
that our learners gained from the experience,
and it was heartwarming to see that the children are taken care of so well and provided
with an outstanding education.”
Sara Ress, teacher, Sinai Academy

On Sunday, 16 September, The Little Givers
visited Yad Aharon in Johannesburg, and The
Food Bank in Cape Town to help them pack
their Sukkot food hampers.
The kids had a great time, and realised how
rewarding and fun it is to give to others.
The Shabbos Project
The Little Givers stepped it up a notch in
October, teaming up with The Shabbos Project
to fill and distribute Shabbos Shoe Boxes.
These boxes were packed with essential daily
toiletries for beneficiaries of the Chevrah
Kadisha in Johannesburg, Jewish Community
Services in Cape Town and the Jewish Social
Services in Durban.

➄

“It was a wonderful privilege and blessing
that we could be a part of this very special
giving event. It warmed my heart to see how
well the children were looked after and cared
for, how happy they were and that they were
receiving high quality early education. There
was a lot of love, and the Sinai children
really enjoyed their time of interacting with
the little ones and all the hugs they received.
Christine Torr, teacher, Sinai Academy
“I really liked the outing. My favourite part
was doing the drumming and having a story
with the Chief Rabbi.”
Daniel Halperin, learner, Sinai Academy
“I loved the dancing with all the friends in a
big circle and showing them my cool moves.”
Ryan Heyns, learner, Sinai Academy
“I felt really nice that I did The Little Givers,
because it is a big mitzvah”
Adam

➅
➀ ➂ Mandela Day
➁ ➃ Hatzolah visit
➄ ➅ Little Givers Get Packing
➆ Little Giver with the Chief Rabbi
The givers that keep on giving!
Watch this space to see where The Little
Givers are headed to next! Generation Sinai
and The Little Givers are proof positive that
giving really is winning.
For those who have missed out on the fun
so far, it’s never too late to get the giving
started! Join the Chief Rabbi’s Little Givers
campaign – email office@chiefrabbi.co.za or
sign up online, at generationsinai.com

“Thank you for the opportunity to do something meaningful for our community. Today
was a humbling experience for us and our
children” Caryn Querido
“When they visited Hatzolah, my children got
the chance to put a face to their Hatzolah
heroes, and also to find out exactly what and
just how much they do in their monumental task of saving Jewish lives. It made my
kids feel so special to be able to give these
heroes – who mean so much to us all – something back. It made my kids feel like heroes
themselves.”
Chandrea Serebro

➆
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Givers
big and
small

The Office of the Chief Rabbi brings chessed
leaders together to recognise and bolster
their incredible work.

R
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UJW Sewing School
Packing parcels at Yad Aharon
Bikkur Cholim visiting the sick

epresentatives gathered from various
chessed organisations recently to discuss
the roles of these organisations within the
Jewish community, and to explore collaboration opportunities.
Those in attendance included Rabbi Shaun
Wingrin from SOSA – an organisation the
supports and nurtures senior citizens in our
community; Lynne Raphaely, Bev Goldman
and Irene Zukerman from the Union of Jewish
Women; Wendy Hendler from Koleinu – a
helpline for victims of abuse in the Jewish community; Howard Pelkowitz, Arnold Connack
and Mike Miller from the Rambam Trust;
Hayley Kissos from Bikkur Cholim – an organisation that visits the sick in hospital; Helene
Itzkin from ORT SA; Dovber Unterslak from
Hatzolah; Janice Leibowitz from WIZO; and

Jody Eberlin and Alice Friedman from Yad
Aharon and Michael – the Jewish Food Fund.
Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein commended
the group on the holy work they were doing
in all aspects of chessed, fulfilling so many of
the community’s needs with selflessness and
dedication.
“I’m so excited that this is the start of an
ongoing forum with the amazing chessed
organisations we have in our community,” said
the Chief Rabbi.
Bikkur Cholim’s Hayley Kissos was inspired
by the gathering: “I felt it was an amazing way
for Jewish organisations to connect and work
together. It’s such a nice feeling knowing we all
have the same goals at the end of the day, and
that the Jewish community comes first and is
taken care of in every possible way!”
Rabbi Wingrin was also encouraged by the
meeting: “I felt that collaboration between our
chessed organisations was being taken to a
whole new level… The networking was phenomenal, but I also saw fruits of this meeting,
baruch Hashem, by being able to do my own
chessed through the meeting, connecting two
communal bodies together and making a shidduch, so to speak. The one had empty premises
in urgent need of maintenance but no funds to
maintain them, and the other the urgent need
for premises and funds to repair and maintain
them.”
Rabbi Wingrin explained that Oxford Shul
had the premises and the Union of Jewish
Women needed space for the Sewing School
project it was running. “I put UJW in touch with
the correct people to deal with at Oxford Shul
and promoted the idea to the various parties at
the shul.”
This proved to be a perfect shidduch: “One
of the UJW’s projects I touched on was our
self-empowerment Sewing School project for
unemployed men and women,” said Lynne
Raphaely. “I advised that we were desperately
looking for new premises for the school, and
was advised to contact Oxford Shul. This led to
the Sewing School having relocated to Oxford
Shul, where we currently have 15 enthusiastic
students who will hopefully be able to use their
newfound skills to bring in an income for them
and their families.”
She commented on the meeting: “It was
extremely beneficial learning about the other
organisations and their projects, and being able
to assist one another where possible.

“We look so forward to Chief Rabbi Goldstein
bringing his ‘Little Givers’ to some of our projects, such as our weekly Brain Boost Club for
members of our community suffering from
mild to moderate dementia and Alzheimer’s,
as we’ve found that our members love being
around young children.”
Wendy Hendler, co-founder of Koleinu SA,
said: “I was very moved by the meeting, hearing
about the incredible chessed that each organisation is doing. There was a feeling of unity of
purpose, with each organisation playing their
part in their own unique way to lighten people’s
loads and make a contribution to the lives of
others.”
Hendler continued: “The aim was for each of
the organisations to create ways for children to
get involved in their activities and programmes
in order to learn the values of tzedakah and
chessed through enjoyable and meaningful
experiences, and in so doing, become the custodians of the future. The seeds that will be
planted will take root so that future generations
of SA Jews will continue to take care of the
community, especially those less fortunate, in a
way that honours the memory and practices of
those who came before them.”
Anyone who would like to be included in
future meetings should please contact office@
chiefrabbi.co.za.

Bati Club

The Roots programme digs deep.

B

ecoming bat mitzvah is a time of spiritual
transformation in the life of a young
Jewish woman. Jewish sources teach that until
age 12 for girls (13 for boys), we are attuned
only to the voice of our body; our consciousness is alert only to our immediate physical
needs. At bar or bat mitzvah, however, there is
a dawning of another layer of consciousness –
for the first time, we hear the murmurings of a
soul. A deeper self emerges, as we begin to feel
spiritual yearnings – meaning, connection, fulfilment. In short, we become an ‘adult’.
The Roots bat mitzvah programme, a project
of the Office of the Chief Rabbi, is about helping
bat mitzvah girls harness the potency of their
burgeoning spiritual awareness and channel it
into something that will last a lifetime.
“The bat mitzvah experience is the start
of a lifetime of spiritual discovery through
mitzvot,” says Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein.
“Through the Roots programme, we hope to
give our young Jewish women the best possible
start to their adult lives, helping them develop
the tools and the knowledge and the sense of
self to develop their own personal relationship
with Torah and G‑d.”
According to Roots director, Debbie Seeff,
the programme covers everything from the
basics of Judaism and what it means to be a
bat mitzvah, to an exploration of great Jewish
women in Tanach and throughout history.
“Roots teaches girls about their pivotal role
as members of the Jewish faith,” says Seeff.
“The aim is to instil a sense of pride in the girls,
and to show them that they are the links in the
chain, and they can be these women in today’s
times.”
The syllabus also includes teaching the girls
about relationships – with G-d, with parents,
and with peers – from a Torah perspective, as
well as lessons on Shabbat, brachot and the
Jewish holidays that are celebrated throughout
the year.
The programme is open to any Jewish girl
who is close to, or at the age of, bat mitzvah,
and, says Seeff, is accessible to girls from all
backgrounds, “from those with little or no
pre-existing Jewish knowledge to girls who are
39

physical and emotional muscles” by packing
more traditional and observant”.
The programme runs for a number of months, grape juice, chicken, vegetables and other
and culminates in a beautiful, emotionally yom tov staples for families who, without
charged ceremony, attended by the graduates’ the packages, may not have had those items
for the Jewish holidays. The task helped the
families and friends.
While the learning materials and main events girls to understand just how pivotal their role
are coordinated centrally by Seeff and her team, in changing others’ lives can be, and how, by
choosing to engage
each participating shul
in acts of generosity
runs its own classes and
“The sense of solidarity
and positivity towards
events. The emphasis is
that
this
instils
will
their fellow community
on exploring interesthopefully
last
the
girls
a
members, they not only
ing, relevant, enriching
enrich others, but cultopics in an informal
lifetime.”
tivate something deep
and fun setting: Shabbos
and enduring within
dinners, Shabbatonim,
themselves.
mother-daughter dinners, father-daughter
“My vision is to grow the programme to the
dinners, challah bakes, treasure hunts and more.
point
that when a girl reaches the age of bat
Lee Unterslak is the bat mitzvah teacher at
mitzvah,
it is obvious that she is going to come
Sydenham Shul: “What I love most about teachand
learn
about what that means,” says Seeff.
ing this course is being able to give the girls
“I
would
love
to have a united and cohesive
a safe space to be able to grow, ask questions
Roots
programme
that has sufficient funding
about Judaism, and share their own personal
to
extend
and
enhance
our offering, and take it
journeys and perspectives as young Jewish
where
we
know
it
can
go.”
women.” Unterslak and the other teachers cultivate close bonds with the girls they teach, and
encourage participation from the girls’ families
in preparing for this milestone. “We aim to lead
inspiring classes, [so that] the year is memorable and meaningful to the girls.”
Besides for weekly lessons, three central
events are organised during the course of the
year, bringing together all of the Roots participants from the different shuls. This gives them
the sense that they are part of a much larger
community of young women, and encourages
girls from different backgrounds, levels of
observance and communities to get to know
each other. It shows them that they each have
something unique to offer, something they
perhaps didn’t know about. “The sense of sol➀
idarity that this instils will hopefully last the
girls a lifetime,” says Seeff.
One such event took place just before Rosh ➀ Debbie Seeff
 rom left: Gabi Medalie, Debbie
Hashanah. Held in conjunction with Helping ➁ F
Seeff,
Lee Unterslak & Michelle Falk
Hands and the Chevrah Kadisha, all of the
Grade 6 girls from various schools gathered at
Arcadia Jewish Children’s Home to pack 250
boxes of food for community members in need.
The Chief Rabbi addressed the girls, and
talked about the power of kindness and charity:
“Just as Hashem does chessed, so do we do
chessed.” He ended off encouraging the participants at the event to galvanise their families
to prepare for Rosh Hashanah through Torah
learning and acts of kindness.
The morning was eye-opening and moving.
The girls were inspired by Seeff to “flex their
40
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We caught up with a few of the Roots
programme participants at the chessed event,
and this is what they had to say:
Gina Dave attended the Sydenham Roots
programme: “It’s a great experience because
you have fun with your friends and learn things
about becoming a woman, and doing good…
The best part of bati club was the ceremony; it
was so fun.”
Alexia Gordon attended the Chabad of Illovo
Roots programme: “I enjoyed the fact that you
can go with your friends and even meet new
people. We loved learning with friends, about
becoming a woman, and the Jewish laws.”
Rachel Smith attended the Chabad of Illovo
Roots programme: “It is an incredible experience. The best part of bati club: I loved learning
with my friends, learning about Jewish law.”
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Rabbinical Conference
2018
An unforgettable experience

Rabbi Matthew Liebenberg

T

ake 38 South African rabbis to Israel, add
a selection of more than 20 of Israel’s
finest rabbinical, medical, political and educational minds. Throw in a fascinating (and
hot) outing to the Jordan Valley, and top it
off with great accommodation and food. This
is the recipe for a memorable and inspiring
Rabbinical Conference arranged and assembled
by the Office of the Chief Rabbi.
The decision to hold this year’s conference in
the Holy Land was made to mark the 70th anniversary of the Jewish state. Naturally, matters
concerning Israel featured prominently on the
conference agenda. Dr Emmanuel Navon, a
lecturer in international relations at Tel Aviv
University, shared his thoughts on the crisis in
Syria, the threat of a nuclear-ready Iran, and
America and Russia’s response to these troubling issues.
A delightful Israeli viewpoint came from
Sivan Rachav-Meir, a vibey and bubbly Israeli
journalist, TV anchor and author, who embraced
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a religious lifestyle in her late teens. RachavMeir spoke of how the media is fixated on the
matter of hadata – the purported growing religiosity in Israel. A recent, hotly debated example
of this was the closure of the Petach Tikva
branch of the coffee shop chain, Aroma. The
manager, who is not observant, explained that
he could no longer work seven days a week. He
had attempted in the past to take one day off,
but the staff had bothered him endlessly with
problems, so he decided to close his franchise
on Shabbat. The non-religious media accused
him of giving in to pressure from the ultra-Orthodox, and the religious sector praised him for
honouring Shabbat.
Rachav-Meir’s personal story is remarkable,
even though she downplays it. Living in the
upmarket town of Herzliya, by the age of 15,
she had never met a Torah-observant Jew! She
interviewed several observant teenagers for a
television programme and subsequently spent
Shabbat with a shomrei Shabbat family in Beer
Sheva. She was inspired by the experience and
the rest is history…

Back to the conference. The first to speak
was Rabbi Aryeh Stern, Chief Rabbi of
Jerusalem and a graduate of the prestigious
Mercaz HaRav Yeshiva, founded by the famed
Rabbi Avraham Yitzchak HaKohen Kook.
Rabbi Stern explained that the rabbinate’s goal
is to make Israelis aware that they are living
in a Jewish country. He outlined three ways in
which to achieve this: firstly, he said, use the
Jewish calendar on a daily basis. Secondly,
Shabbat should be a part of the State’s calendar and, even if people do not observe it in its
entirety, there should nevertheless be an appreciation and acknowledgement of the Shabbos.
Thirdly, he said, there should be social cohesion
based on mutual understanding.
Rabbi Stern also touched on the challenges
of the issuing licences of kashrut to about 2 000
establishments in Jerusalem – a mammoth task
requiring significant manpower.
My conference highlight was the triumvirate
of Rabbi Herschel Shachter, Rabbi Professor
Avraham Steinberg and Dayan Osher Weiss
– walking encyclopaedias whose combined
wisdom would fill volumes. Rabbi Shachter,
Rosh Yeshiva of Yeshiva University’s Rabbi
Isaac Elchonon Theological Seminary (RIETS),
addressed issues of technology and halacha,
specifically the use of electronic gadgets on
Shabbat. Professor Steinberg was born in 1947 every topic that is discussed in the Talmud.
Dayan Osher Weiss, a Chassidic Jew of the
in a displaced persons’ camp in Germany. A
graduate of the Mercaz Harav Yeshiva, he Klausenberger dynasty, is one of the world’s
leading poskim (halatrained in paediatrics at
chic deciders). He is also
Shaare Zedek Medical
The decision to hold
one of the very few interCentre in Jerusalem,
this year’s conference
nationally
recognised
where he is currently
in the Holy Land was
experts on all matters of
the director of Medical
Jewish law who speaks
Ethics. He has submitmade to mark the 70th
English. His compassion
ted over 4 000 expert
anniversary of the
and sensitivity towards
witness opinions in
Jewish state.
those who approach
court cases in paediatric
him for guidance make
neurology and medical
him
the
address
for
difficult
questions. At the
ethics, and is the author of the ground-breaking
conference,
Dayan
Weiss
addressed
the thorny
seven-volume Encyclopaedia Hilchatit Refuit
topic
of
genetics
–
specifically,
how
genetic
on all matters of medicine and halacha.
testing
can
reduce
the
incidence
of
children
Prof Steinberg took questions on his field
of expertise and I was delighted, as a mohel, born with deformities or serious illnesses.
to receive a comprehensive explanation of the Dayan Weiss also addressed the matter of techproblem of jaundice in infants and how this nology on Shabbat.
Also on the bill, leadership expert Dr Simcha
affects their ability to undergo brit milah. He
Leibowitz
shared some of the secrets to building
also spoke to us about his position as editor
a
strong
volunteer
culture, and Major General
of the Talmudic Encyclopaedia, a project that
Uzi
Dayan
offered
insights into Jewish history
started 70 years ago and has recently published
and
modern
day
peace
and security challenges.
its 40th volume. Prof Steinberg has assembled
Israel’s
Ashkenazi
Chief
Rabbi, Rabbi David
a new team of 33 researchers, and the plan is
Lau,
was
also
among
those
who addressed
to complete the project by 2024, with over 70
the
delegation,
expressing
his
admiration for
volumes in total. The Encyclopaedia will cover

the South African Jewish community – whose
warmth and unity he experienced first-hand on
a visit to the country in 2015.
I would like to thank the conference coordinator, Rabbi Ron Hendler, for his hard work,
dedication and attention to detail, all of which
made the experience an unforgettable one, and
Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein, for leading the
conference with his usual aplomb.
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Reflections on the
past year

The theory of
everything
Rabbi Ari Shishler
Rabbi Shishler is the rabbi at Chabad of
Strathavon. He is also a popular speaker, radio
presenter, writer and blogger.

Y

ou’ve heard the story, because everyone
has heard the story. It’s the one about the
prospective convert who wanted to be taught the
entire Torah as he balanced on one foot. Now, that
really is an unreasonable expectation. Torah is
vast. We have 613 laws, each comprising reams
of detail, plus all the philosophy and mysticism,
not to mention the history contained in the Torah.
Who could reasonably expect that any sage,
regardless of how talented, could compress that
into a 60-second presentation?
The great Shammai showed this presumptuous guest the door. He felt it an insult to Judaism
to suggest that it could be whittled down into
dummy form.
But, as we all know, the persistent fellow strode
down the street to the next Yeshiva and presented
his challenge to the famed Hillel. Hillel was not
only patient in his response, but incisive.
“What you would hate done to you, don’t do to
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others. The rest is commentary.”
Hillel’s response has been regularly quoted by
Jews, misquoted by others and even edited into a
core value of other religions. It’s a beautiful and
uplifting message about how to treat other people.
And it’s wholly confusing at the same time.
How could Hillel suggest that the entire Torah
is a commentary on social conduct? How does
putting up a mezuzah, salting meat before eating
it or wearing tzitzis help you understand how to
treat people?
Hillel’s point, and why it captures the essence
of Judaism so perfectly, is that the way we treat
people reflects how we see the world. If our
worldview is focused on what meets the eye, we
struggle to treat others well. When our perspective
matures to see beyond the obvious, we find the
tools to respect everyone.
Humans, by default, only see the obvious in the
physical. When we look at each other, we read
faces, hairstyles, dress sense and a little body language. We typically miss emotion, potential, and,
almost always, spiritual greatness.
The Torah lifestyle is designed to tune us in
to experiencing what lies beyond the surface.
If a piece of parchment can become a conduit
for Divine blessing, kosher meat a vehicle for
spiritual connection, and wool a garment of G-dly
protection, then a person can become a beacon of
light and an expression of G-dliness.
As we do more mitzvos and study more Torah,
we become more aware of the value of the
spiritual and the depth of the soul. This helps me
see the next person not as a separate being who
might steal my opportunities, interfere with my
dreams, or make demands on my time. Instead,
I see others as souls masquerading as bodies.
I appreciate that all souls are connected and the
way I treat that person is effectively the way I treat
myself.
Hillel encapsulated the two vital signs of

healthy Judaism into one statement: you will
only treat others properly if you pursue G-d’s lifeplan. And you only succeed at following G-d’s
programme when you see that you treat others
altogether better.
✴

Confronting hard
truths
Rebbetzin Wendy Hendler
Wendy Hendler is a founder and co-director
of Koleinu SA. She is a qualified speech therapist as well as a logotherapist and More to Life
coach. She is the wife of Rabbi Ron Hendler and
is a proud mother and grandmother.

R

ebbetzins are all change-makers, in one
way or another. We inspire, we comfort, we
challenge, we provoke, we model Torah living.
We each make our mark on those around us in
our own way. In my work with KoleinuSA, an
anti-abuse organisation I have been running
together with Rozanne Sack for the last four
years, I have taken on the role of a provoker of
change in a very direct way. My objective is to
raise awareness among parents about the issue of
child sexual abuse and its prevention.

In doing so, I am often confronted with these
types of responses: “What you are saying can’t
be right, not in our community?” Or: “You are
exaggerating the situation!” Or: “Why are you
scaring the parents unnecessarily?”
When people are made aware of the prevalence of child abuse, a common response is
denial. Nobody wants to believe this is happening in our wonderful community – that the
statistics here are in line with those in other communities worldwide. You will be shocked when
you read the next line. One in four girls, and one
in seven boys will be victims of some form of
unwanted touching before the age of 18.
Who wants to hear this or face it? It is so much
easier and more comfortable to deny this reality,
and I fully understand the impulse to do so. We
want to see the best in people. We want to feel
safe in our world. We don’t want to feel the pain
of acknowledging these facts. Yet there is a price
to pay for this – one that is paid not by adults,
but by the children who are victims of abuse.
Who can they turn to for help when we adopt
this approach, when they know they won’t be
believed? Who will defend them and take action
on their behalf?
And so I continue to educate, to say the unsayable and mention the unmentionable, to counter
the disbelief and doubt. I would rather be unpopular than leave even one child defenceless. As
the Talmud states: “He who saves one life, it is
as if he has saved the world.”
Encouragingly, I have seen an increasing
general awareness of the problem of abuse, and
a renewed willingness among the rabbis of our
community to take the lead in confronting it.
While we have our difficulties and challenges,
our community is still an exceptional and magnificent one. We have so much that is truly
remarkable and heartwarming.
A while ago, I attended a gathering of some
of the chessed organisations in our community.
I was overwhelmed by the extent and variety of
the work being done to care for the less fortunate,
the elderly, the vulnerable, those who have fallen
on hard times. Each organisation has identified
an area of need and developed a powerful way
of responding to it. There is a massive amount
of work being done to reach out to those in need.
There are so many committed volunteers who
simply want to give of themselves.
I feel blessed to be part of our exceptional
community, and honoured to be able to play
my part. May Hashem bless us in the merit of
all the chessed we do and may our precious
community continue to be a shining light in the
Jewish world.

The Abuse Review Board
In 2017, Chief Rabbi Warren Goldstein established an Abuse Review Board tasked with
providing expert oversight in cases of abuse, in
order to protect victims and ensure they have
effective recourse.
“Victims of abuse are in an extreme situation
of vulnerability,” says the Chief Rabbi. “The
consequences of abuse can last a lifetime and
can even affect future generations. It’s essential
to have structures that ensure full accountability
and transparency in cases of abuse within the
Jewish community.”
As its name suggests, however, the Abuse
Review Board is not the first port of call when
reporting a case of abuse. In cases of abuse
involving minors (below 18 years of age), the
abuse must first be formally reported to a registered Child Protection Organisation, which is
a statutory body. “The board is there as a safety
net, so we can ensure that every report is properly dealt with, that no victim is unprotected and
that no case is swept under the carpet,” he says.
The Abuse Review Board is headed up by
well-known advocate Liza Segal, and includes
psychologist Brenda Lasersohn; medical director of The Teddy Bear Foundation and child
abuse expert Dr Efrat Barnes; chairman of the
SA Rabbinical Association and Rabbi of the
Pretoria Hebrew Congregation Rabbi Gidon
Fox; and representing the Johannesburg Beth
Din, Rabbi Anton Klein.
✴

Avoid the rush,
cut the clutter
Rebbetzin Gina Goldstein
Gina Goldstein is the wife of the Chief Rabbi of
South Africa, who was appointed 14 years ago.
She studied psychology, and has been speaking, teaching, writing and working in the South
African Jewish community for more than 20 years.

Together with her husband, she co-founded The
Shabbos Project, Sinai Indaba and Generation
Sinai, which are Torah-based, international, community-building Jewish learning and experiential
campaigns. She lives in Johannesburg and is the
mother of four children.

L

ately I’ve been doing a lot of thinking. I’ve
also been doing some learning. I’ve been
doing a little bit of teaching. I have recently travelled a bit and I have also done what I always do,
that is, looking after my family and home.
Let me share with you a theme that’s unfolding in my mind. A trend that’s emerging in my
personal and family life too. It has very real
practical applications as well, and emotional relevance. It has powerful potential and may take
time to fully take hold. But I am on a journey.
I have been teaching for a few years. I have
one subject only. It’s the Ramchal’s (Rabbi
Moshe Chaim Luzatto) Mesilas Yesharim, or
Path of the Just. Written centuries ago, this book
describes exactly what it is that defines those
who live pure, righteous, upright lives. No distractions, no frills. Just the truth.
At the beginning of chapter 2, the Ramchal
quotes Yirmiyahu (Jeremiah) the prophet.
Learning this was a turning point for me.
Yirmiyahu, who lived around 2 500 years ago
during the era of the First Temple, bemoans the
problems of his generation among whom the
affliction of mindlessness, thoughtlessness, and
lack of awareness was rife.
“As one person they rush to stay their course,
like horses charging headlong into battle.”
(Yirmiyahu 8:6)
“In other words, they were constantly propelled
forward by the impulsiveness of their habits and
ways, without leaving themselves time to critically examine their conduct. As a result, they fell
into wrongdoing without being aware of it.”
(Mesilas Yesharim)
Employing the powerful image of a horse
charging headlong into battle, he describes how
people rush unthinkingly through their lives.
With the momentum and tunnel vision of a warhorse in battle, they are unaware of the danger
they are in, unaware of what they do and why
they are here.
Can you imagine what Yirmiyahu would say
about the insane pace of life today? The mad
rat-race. The crazy daily demands and overwhelming distractions of modern life!
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My concern is this… we are basically exhausted,
very worried, often anxious, sometimes depressed
and usually rushed and feeling stressed. We are
bored, and in debt. Most worryingly, we are less
happy, apparently, than any previous generation.
We have accumulated too much, and we have
too many demands and responsibilities. We buy
things we don’t need with money we don’t have
to impress people we don’t like. We live in a world
of physical excess driven by hyper-consumerism
– and by advertising that arouses a scarcity mentality that leaves us in debt, and feeling empty
and unworthy, and therefore primed to spend and
accumulate more.
In response to this, there are worldwide trends
today towards minimalism, essentialism and simplicity. There’s the Slow Movement, 100things.
com and the Tiny House Revolution. Look them
up. These are international movements that
combat these problems.
The ideas of minimalism and simplicity are liberating! They free us up from all that encumbers
and burdens us. Minimalism means to hold onto
only that which is truly valuable to us, only that
which adds quality to life, and only that which is
of great meaning and purpose.
It is about mindful spending as opposed to
compulsively acquiring more stuff. This applies
on a physical level to our accumulation of stuff,
as well as an emotional level to our assessment
of our values and intentions. It means to rid ourselves of what is no longer useful on a physical
and practical level and includes an emotional,
psycho-spiritual component of letting go of our
fears, grudges and guilt. It means knowing what
we need and why we need it, with an emphasis on
quality, not quantity. With this comes the freedom
to spend our limited time and money on what we
truly value and really want, and to dedicate our
energy and thoughts to only the most meaningful
ideas and important projects.
All this dovetails beautifully with the Torah’s
approach to life. The ideas of minimalism and
simplicity are beautiful, but they aren’t new ideas,
by any means. Torah philosophy has always
taught us to stick to the basic necessities and cut
the clutter (Pirkei Avos 6:4); that accumulating too
much stuff brings only anxiety (Pirkei Avos 2:8);
to forgive others, be grateful, be frugal, and avoid
at all costs “jealousy, honour and desire”. (Pirkei
Avos 4:28) Only now is the world catching up to
the wisdom of the Torah, the very wisdom the
Jewish people have always had.
The Ramchal wrote his book about 300 years
ago, and his advice is to slow down, and to introspect – to analyse ourselves and our lives. To live
consciously. To set aside time for critical self-ex50

amination and mindfulness. And this is just one
step on his nine-step ladder of personal growth
and character building.
He is teaching us the cold-shower honest truth.
And while I find it challenging, I also find it invigorating. It has begun to really wake me up and
open my eyes. My character is undergoing a full
workout, a vigorous training regimen, but I am
learning and getting stronger each day. And it is
empowering.
I guess what I’m really trying to say is not that
I want to be a minimalist, but that I want to be a
true Torah Jew.
✴

Coming of age
Rebbetzin Lee Liebenberg
Born and bred in Johannesburg, Rebbetzin
Lee Liebenberg went to King David Linksfield,
embarked on Bnei Akiva’s MTA programme
after matric and went on to study at Orot educational college Elkana. She has a UNISA degree
in psychology and education, and along with
her husband, Rabbi Matthew Liebenberg, have
been the rabbi and rebbetzin of the Claremont
Wynberg Hebrew Congregation in Cape Town
since 2001. Rebbetzin Liebenberg heads up
Jewish Marriage Education in Cape Town and
Cape Town’s Mikveh Vaad.

D

uring chol hamoed Pesach, we had the
merit to watch, in awe, as my eldest
daughter became bat mitzvah.
It has been quite a journey. My husband and
I waited seven-and-a-half long years before,
baruch Hashem, on 6 Nissan 5766, our bouncing baby girl made her entrance into this world.
I called her my “Neis in Nissan” – my miracle
baby born in the month of miracles. Named for
my maternal Bobba, Chana Shifra Merryl has
indeed got lots of chain!
I nurtured her through her first year, ran after
her through her toddlerhood, and reluctantly
handed her over to her caring morahs’ arms

at the pre-school at Phyllis Jowell Jewish Day
School, where she thrived.
It was in Grade R that we hit our first speed
bump. “Your daughter is very bright, but she
doesn’t sit still or concentrate particularly
well,” said her concerned teacher. ADHD was
the diagnosis. The medicine did its thing, but
our dear daughter was still not quite reaching
her full potential.
Then in Grade 3 came the next speed bump:
“The medicine is making Chani Merryl terribly
anxious, she is ‘shut down’, very thin and is not
connecting with her peers,” said the principal.
A change of specialists, weaning off medication and, very slowly, introducing another type
of ADHD medication followed. By now, six
months had flown by and Chani Merryl had been
present in class, reconnected with her peers, but
had done no work. How was she going to cope
and catch up while going into the intermediate
phase? The suggestion was to bring in a facilitator for the beginning of Grade 4.
We were supremely fortunate to find the most
compassionate, firm, warm and highly educated facilitator in Michelle. Chani Merryl has
flourished with this extra input! Her self-confidence has been restored, her abilities have been
brought to the fore, and her weaknesses have,
to a large extent, been remediated. We did not
have to worry at all about the “lost” six months
as all the information was sitting in her head,
just waiting to come out!
I had the privilege to learn with Chani
Merryl in preparation for her bat mitzvah for
more than a year. In both “Bati Club” and in
our regular one-on-one sessions, as we covered
the first chapter of Pirkei Avot, Chani Merryl’s
love of Yiddishkeit shone through. Her keen
mind never forgot a detail, so when it came
to her Dvar Torah, it was difficult to decide
what information to leave out. Thus, my confident, humorous, intelligent and determined
daughter stood up in front of a large crowd of
people and delivered a substantive, fascinating
Dvar Torah – much to the delight of her proud,
grateful parents!
✴

Happy Chanukah
May you be blessed with
good health, joy, peace
& all the best things in life...

Norwood
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WISHING YOU, your family &
the entire community a
happy chanukah
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So what’s new?
The South African Jewish community remains one of the most vibrant and
dynamic in the Diaspora. In addition to a proud network of communal
organisations, our more than 100 shuls, 17 women’s mikvehs, and multiple
kosher establishments bear testament to this. In recent times, we’ve
seen a burst of renovations, new and revived institutions, and exciting
developments popping up around the country. Here’s what’s new...

→ Shuls, schools and developments

➀

➁

and is a wonderful place for teens to mingle
and meet. On Tuesday nights, the bayit hosts
the “SpiritShul ’n Social” sessions for young
Sunny Road, Johannesburg
adults.
New campus
This is an ideal venue for a bar/bat mitzvahs,
The Sunny Road kehilla opened the doors of its
new campus in January 2018. The new campus Kiddushes, l’chaims, shalom zochers and brit
provides the thriving Sunny Road community milahs.
with a magnificent new shul that is filled with
natural light, overlooking a beautiful garden. It Every Sunday, there is learning and light breakoffers an Astroturf soccer field and games room fast for upcoming bar mitzvah boys.
for the kids that includes a pool table and a table
tennis table, ensuring this campus offers some- For more info, call the Sydenham Shul on
thing for the whole family. All are welcomed +27 (11) 640 5021.
warmly into this community that is focused on
inspiring davening and engaging learning. The Bayit Shabbat minyanim:
shul also provides a delicious Kiddush after the There are both Friday night and Shabbat serservice, where slush and Chillas are served. vices at the bayit, as well as a special youth
You can find this beautiful new campus at 48 brocha, which takes place at the same time as
Sunny Road, corner Long Avenue, Glenhazel. the main shul’s brocha.
Daily minyanim:
Shacharit: Monday - Thursday: 6:05am,
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday: 6:15am,
Mincha: 5:45pm
Shabbat minyanim:
Shacharit 8:30am

➂
➀
➁
➂

Sunny Road Shul
Sydenham Shul Youth Centre
Mizrachi Shul

Sydenham Shul, Johannesburg
Youth centre
Sydenham Shul celebrated its 75th anniversary on Purim by opening the newly renovated
youth bayit. The new youth centre has a fun,
interactive games room, newly renovated shul
and beautiful garden. This exciting bayit sits
in the house adjacent to the community centre.
Since its completion in April, the bayit has been
the heart of all youth and young adult activity
on the campus. It’s a comfy hangout for all
kids to chill, play pool, table tennis and foosball. On Friday nights and Shabbos mornings,
the youth centre is jam-packed with teenagers

Mizrachi Shul, Johannesburg
Piazza renovation
The Mizrachi Shul on the Yeshiva College
campus has been revamped with an impressive new piazza. This space was previously an
untapped area of land hidden behind shrubs and
trees. The idea behind the concept was that congregants attend shul not only to make spiritual
connections, but interpersonal ones as well.
Amanda Spitz Architect designed the piazza as
a space that is contemporary, while engaging
and functional as well.
A new, beautiful and spacious entrance to the
shul section of the campus was created, giving
way to easy access for parents with prams,
congregants in wheelchairs, as well as space to
allow people to enter freely. A two-level seating
area was created, along with suspended benches
and planters along the wall. Infrastructure was
added to accommodate a variety of functions,
and to aid in highlighting the area with light55
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ing at night. Tensile shade structures have
been put up to provide flexibility of shade in
the summer and to provide slices of sun in the
cooler months.
The community has already embraced the multifunctional, outdoor space extensively not only
for weekly Kiddush and chaggim, but also for
bar mitzvahs, chuppahs, public functions and
communal seudahs. The versatile space that
accommodates seating for 300-400 people comfortably has been well-received and has injected
a communal vibrancy back into the shuls.

To book this space for your simcha or function,
email info@mizrachi.org.za.
For more info about the Akiva School,
call +27 31 566 3005.
Umhlanga Jewish Centre, Umhlanga, KZN
The beautifully built Umhlanga Jewish Centre Durban Silverton Shul
has opened its doors and welcomed Jewish Durban’s Jewish community was once one of
families from Durban and its surrounds into its the most vibrant communities in the country.
warm embrace. This modern campus is com- On 10 December 1961, the Great Synagogue
plete with a magnificent new shul, function hall, Durban opened its doors and went on to serve
the Cambridge-affiliated Akiva School campus, the community for 55 years, being one of the
luxurious kosher B&B accommodation within largest shuls in Africa, with 1 300 seats and
an eruv, savvy auditorium, spa-like mikveh and extension seating for Rosh Hashanah and Yom
a newly built townhouse complex.
Kippur. As times changed in Durban and the
The 350-seater shul is an exquisite work community began to dwindle, the shul property
of art, combining architectural references was sold.
to Judaism’s rich history with cutting-edge
In February 2017, the Durban commudesign. Colourful mosaic columns represent nity excitedly saw the establishment of the
Israel’s seven sacred species, and stained-glass new Silverton Shul in the Silver Oaks office
windows display the six days of creation. In park, close to the original synagogue venue.
addition to Shabbat and chaggim services, Silverton Shul’s inauguration has been met
the shul runs a daily minyan. The shul bustles with warmth, excitement and a large turnout, a
with kids and teenagers over Shabbat, and has show of support from the Durban community.
become the central hub and meeting place for
Together with the Umhlanga Jewish Centre
the community, regardless of people’s level of in Umhlanga, the Durban community now
observance.
boasts two modern, beautiful shuls.
Daily minyanim:
Shacharit 7am, Mincha/Ma’ariv 6pm, Sunday:
Shacharit 8am
Shabbat minyamin:
Mincha/Ma’ariv: 6pm, Shacharit: 8:45am

➄
➀ ➁ UJC
➂ Silverton Shul
➃ CT Mikveh
➄ Glenhazel Mikveh

The Beit Ha Midrash is open for adults to learn
Torah, and the library is well stocked with both
Hebrew and English books.
The centre also provides a 320-seater function hall for all your simcha needs.
The UJC is complete with a luxurious mikveh,
built to the strictest halachic specifications, and
open to both women within the community and
visitors.
For more info about the mikveh,
call 083 236 6453.
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Residents can live in the newly built townhouse complex in 83 on Wager Avenue, which
is fondly known as “The Kibbutz”. This haven
is a short walk from the UJC, making Jewish life
as enjoyable, easy and accessible as possible.
The newly established school, Akiva College,
welcomes children from playschool through
to matric. Having outgrown its premises, the
school recently built a group of new classrooms. The Akiva College ethos balances a
sound secular education with a strong Jewish
studies component. The school has a state-ofthe-art science room, art room and sports centre.

Daily minyanim:
Shacharit 6:50am, Mincha/Ma’ariv 6pm,
Sunday: Shacharit 8am
Shabbat minyamin:
Shacharit 8:30am

→ Mikvehs
Mikveh Aaron, Sea Point, Cape Town
The residents of Cape Town are looking
forward to the full renovation, upgrading and
relaunch of the Mikveh Aaron, located in Sea
Point. The mikveh renovation is set to begin
in January/February 2019. The restored, luxurious mikveh is a welcome development for
women who currently use the facility, and will
also attract the wider community. The aim is to

attract newcomers to undertake this spiritual,
personal and beautiful act. This project is more
than just a building renovation, it is symbolic of
the rebirth that water brings.
Building plans have been approved and the
developers are looking for donors to help fund
the project.

tioning, and all toiletries are provided for.
There is no need to make appointments at
this mikveh, unless it is during Shabbat or yom
tov. The mikveh is open daily, half an hour
before tevilah, and for an hour after Shabbat.

For more info, contact Glynnis Sklar on
+27 82 926 0965 or Melissa Chipkin on
If you would like to make a donation, or for +27 82 882 8870.
more info about this project, call Eric Berger
at the UOS on +27 21 461 6310.
Organisations and Developments
Glenhazel Mikveh, Johannesburg
The newly renovated, luxurious Glenhazel Linksfield Shul development,
Mikveh opened its doors two years ago. This Johannesburg
spa-like mikveh has been met with excitement Linksfield is proud to welcome a new, vibrant
and appreciation by the Johannesburg com- development. This community offers numermunity. Originally, this was the first mikveh ous services and opportunities for people to
built outside of Yeoville and had served many connect, both in religious and social settings.
women in the community; however, it was in The vision was for people to connect with other
desperate need of a revamp. The mitzvah of Jews, connect with their identity and connect
mikveh is enhanced when the mikveh experi- with their community. People across all ages are
ence is enjoyable and pleasant, which is exactly welcome to join this community and to benefit
what this newly renovated mikveh provides. from the new development. The older people
The Glenhazel Mikveh offers modern facili- can enjoy playing kaluki and other games,
ties; each bathroom has its own toilet, bath and while the youth can socialise in the games
shower, complete with heating and air-condi- room and social centre. Rabbi Levi Avtzon and

→

his team have a vision to ensure these activities
take place all day, every day, ensuring a vibrant,
bustling and engaged community.
This centre is built on the biggest Jewish
campus on the continent, and allows for the
King David school to make use of these services and facilities. One of the main goals is
to create a healthy partnership between the
schoolchildren and the community, so that there
is a nurturing connection ensuring community
growth and sustenance in the years to follow.
The hope for this development is to enable
people to see shul and community in a different
light, and to provide a space where every Jew
feels connected and welcome.
There is more to come from this exciting
new development as it supasses phase one of its
completion. Keep an eye out for new info about
the Linksfield development.
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The spin of the dreidel
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May your Hanukkah be
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• PAREV BAKERY
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Wishing all our Jewish customers
a happy Chanukah.

Wishing you
a sweet Chanukah
filled with light and
blessings
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